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NONUNIFORM  SWASH-PLATE  PROGRAM 
Subroutine  and  Functions 
Mainline . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
MIDK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 
BARRAY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5 
MLRC1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  13 
MLcc1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  14 
MLRC2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  15 
MLCC2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  16 
STIFF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  17 
RIGID . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  18 
ELAST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  19 
MASSB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  20 
BEND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  22 
BLADE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  24 
YKM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  25 
HBLOCK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  26 
SETUP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  27 
PHASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  30 
SUPPHA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  31 
YA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  32 
BYE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  34 
YSK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  36 
BYB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  36 
YRIGID . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  38 
QSOLN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  39 
FKNS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  42 
MULTC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  43 
CMAT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  44 
TKNS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  46 
YKM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  47 
ZLN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 8  
EXCHI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  49 
XNLQ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  49 
EXPON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  48 
EPSOLN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  51 
YKM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  54 
CMAT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  56 
EXCOL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  58 
EXRFFT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  60 
INRIFT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  61 
TKNS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  62 
ZLN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  63 
MULTC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  55 




EXPON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  64 
EXCHI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  64 
XNLQ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  65 
FTFTKN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  67 
AFTKN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  68 
iV 
C M A I h  PROGRAM  FOR  NASA 5 
I N T E G E R   C Y   1 8 A  ,C Y 3  
COMPLEX EtNS(5)r A L M 1 2 8 7 ) , E P S ( 2 8 7 )  ' 
COMPLEX R E M I 9 J  
COMPLEX DETSV 
COMPLEX EGNN,EGNLtEGNC,REML,REMC 
COMPLEX C Y ~ . C Y ~ ~ C Y ~ T C Y ~  
R E A L  C S ( 4 , 5 ) ~ S N ( 4 ~ 5 ) ~ C S l ( 4 , 1 0 ~ ~ S N l I 4 ~ 1 0 )  
COMPLEX 0432761 r C t 5 6 )  
COMPLEX DDI 252)  




C O M M O N / I B R I G / M I N P N ~ M A X P N ~ N E G N S ~ N ~ R C N T ~ M X I T E R ~ M X E R ~ R ~ ~ T D E T  
CUMMON/IQVAR/ N B ~ N S P I M A X N , N E S , I F V I N F ~ N S I Z E Y , N W T ,  MODEIMFPINP~ 
1 M X I T r N E X P p N C O N V v  ITERfiM,NORM,NKEMS, M F L A P I N F E A I N C T ~ N F C A P ~ N S ~  
2 N C O L S ~ N C S D ~ N F P L ~ M X S M I , M X K Q I N R B D 1 N C B D , N C 6 D B ~ M X T 2 P l ~ N C f V ~ N E ~ A ~ N € i ~ ~  
~ N E I C I N E I D ~ M Z D M I N R I F C ~ N E I ~ C ~ ~ € I S C ~ M X T K N ~ M C M , M Z D D ~ , M X ~ ~ N S D ~ M X S D ~  
~ H X F A B I M X C P M , M X C P K , M X C S B , M X S ~ ~ ~ M F A S ~ ~ ~ B S , N P S ~ ~ I G ~ I ~ E M ( ~ )  
COMMON/RNAHE/CS,  SN 
C O M M O N / R N A M E ~ / C S ~ T S N ~  
C O M M O N / A K T A U / A K C I I 4 J , T A U I 4 ) r S H L A o , A K ( 4 ) ~ A K ~ 4 ~ , A C ( 4 ) ~ C A P K ~ C A P C  
C O H H t N / E P S A / E P S ~ R E M  
1 T O E ~ S V  
COMMON/CALM/ALM 
COMMON/CY/ C Y ~ ~ C Y ~ , C Y ~ , C Y ~ T C Y ~ ~ C Y ~ ~ C Y ~ ~ G Y L ~ , C Y ~ Z I C Y ~ ~ , ~ Y ~ ~ , ~ Y ~ ~ ,  
1 C Y L 6 r C Y 1 7 r C Y 2 0 t C Y 3 9 r C Y 3 , C Y l 8 A  
C 
CALL M I D K  
C A L L  SETUP 
C 
IF( IFV) 60960170 
60 MODE=O 
66 MFP=O 
61 CY l=CYZ*NP*CY4 
NP=MINPN 
I F ( N P - M A X P N ) 6 l r 6 1 , 1 0 0  
C A L L  M I U K  
C AL L BA  RRAY 
C A L L  BLADE 
64 C A L L  HULOCK 
CALL OSOLN 
M F f = 1  
C A L L  M I O K  
C A L L   B A R R A Y  
NP=NP+L 
00 64 M S = l r N B  
00 65  M S = l t N B  
4 5  CONTINUE 
1 
GO TO 66 
70 CONTINUE , 
K I  N = K R I  F C * N F + l  
K f  IN=NR I F C * N F P l  
MFP=O 
DO 99 LeLtNEGNS 
DO 115 K = l r M X Q  
115 A L M ( K ) = ( l . t O , )  
DO 76 L l = l r M X P  
76 E P S ( L l ) = ( O * t O o )  
MODE=O 
ITt=O 
A L M ( K ) = A L M ( K I + E P S ( K )  
CMMM=CABStALMIK)  1 
IF (CMMM ,GT. . l E - 5 0 )  GO TO 118 
74 00 118 K = l r M X Q  
A L M I K ) = ( O . t O . )  
118 C O N T I N U E  
WRITElNOUTr929) M X Q  
W R I T E ( N O U T r 9 3 0 )  ( A L M ( K ) ~ K = ~ T M X Q )  
IF(ITI-1)73,75,77 
7 3  C Y l = E G N S ( L )  
GO TO 80  
75 C Y 1  = (l+.OOOOl*NPRCNT~*EGNS(L~ 
GO TU 80 
77 C Y l = E G N N  
80 C O N T I N U E  
C A L L  M I D K  
CALL  BARRAY 
C A L L  BLADE 
CALL  EPSOLN 
DO 85 MS=ltNB 
85 CUNTINLJE 
I F ( M X 1 T E R  .EQo 0) GO T C  99 
IF ( I T [ - 1 )  91,92993 
91 EGNL=CYl  
HEML=REM( ITEREM)  
REML=DETSV 
I F ( I T D E T . E Q o O )  Go TO 9 8  
WRITE (6.9875) EGNLtREML 
9875 F O R M A T  ( *OEGNL  * ,2G14.7rSXt*REML * t Z G 1 4 * 7 )  
GO TO 9 8  
92 E G N C = C Y  1 
REMC=REM[ I T E R E M I  
I F 4 I T D E T . E O . O )  GO TO 9 2 0 0  
REMC=DETSV 
EGNN=EGNC-KEMC~(EGNC-EGNL)/(REHC-REMC-REML~ 
WRITE ( 6 , 9 8 7 6 1  EGNC~EGNNIREHC 
9200 CONTINUE 
9876 F O R M A T  (*OEGNC * r 2 G 1 4 * 7 r 3 X ~ * E G N N  *~ZG14~7~3X,*REMC *t2614*7) 
2 
GO TO 98 
9 3  EGNL=EGNC 
EGNC=CY 1 
REML=REMC 
REMC=REMI   ITEREM)  
REMC=DETSV 
E G N N = E G N C - R E M C * ( E G N C - E 6 N L B / 4 R E M L )  
ER= CABS(  (EGNN-EGNC)/EGNCI  
WRITE (699877) EGNLIEGKCTEGNN 
IFt ITDET-EQ.0) GO TO 9300 
9300 CONTI NU€ 
9877 F O R M A T   ( * O E G N L   * r 2 6 1 4 o f r 3 X , * E G N C   * , 2 G 1 4 . 7 v 3 X v * E G N N  * r 2 6 1 4 - 7 )  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 9 8 7 8 )  REMLIRECCIER 
9878 F O R M A T   ( * O R E M L   * , Z G 1 4 0 7 r 3 X , * R E M C   * , 2 G 1 4 . 7 , 3 X ~ * E R   * r Z G 1 4 , 7 J  
I F ( E R - - l * * M X E R O R )  94994995 
94 P!ODE=l 
C A L L  MIDK 
DO 185 M S = 1  p NB 
CALL  BARRAY 
185 CONTINUE 
GO TO 99 
95 IF(ITI-MXITER1 98,94999 
98 I T I = I T I + l  
GO TO 74 
99 CONTINUE 
100 CObiTfNUE 
9 2 9  F O K M A T ( 3 ( / )   p 4 1 X 9 1 4 , *   V A L U E S  OF U P D A T E D  L A M B D A   M A T R I X * / )  
930 FORMAT ( LO( L P E 1 2 . 4 )  1 
S T O P  
E N D  
3 
SUBROUTINE M I D K  
REAL Y i 1 2 5 )  , S D ( 7 5 0 0 )  
COMPLEX B ( ~ ~ B ) T H ( ~ ~ ) ~ F A ~ ( ~ ~ ) ~ F L B ( ~ ~ ) ~ C T ~ ( ~ ~ ) ~ F A H ( ~ ) , F L H ~ ~ ~ ~ C T H (  
17) 
COMPLEX S H t B ( 1 6 8 )  p S M L C ( 1 6 8 )  r S M l D ( 1 6 8 )  
COMPLEX f A S B ~ 1 4 ~ r f L S C ~ 1 4 ~ , F L S D ~ l 4 ~ t F A S D ~ l 4 ~ t C T S 6 ~ 1 4 ~ t C T S D ~ l 4 ~  
COMPLEX FLSB(14)  
C O M M O N / B T S / B . , S M L B ~ S M ~ C ~ S M ~ D ~ ~ A S B ~ F L S B ~ C T S B ~ F ~ S C ~ F L S ~ T F A S D ~ C T S O ~  
1 F A B t F L B t C T B  
COMMON / R B T S / H , C T H r f L H I F A H  





SUBROUTINE  BARRAY 
COM#OIU/I YSB/KS 
I N T E G E R  i I M ( 6 ) r  E M ( 6 1  
INTEGER  CYLBA,   CY3 
, R E A L  SD( 7 5 0 0 1  
R E A L  RREAL (144 1 
R E A L  Y ( 1 2 S )  
COMPLEX S H A P E ( 1 2 )  
COCPLEX QUi287J 
COMPLEX E P S ( 2 8 7 ) r A L M ( 2 @ 7 )  
CdMPLEX DETSV 
COMPLEX  REM491 
COMPLEX C Y 1  ,CY2 ( C Y 5 r C Y 6  
COMPLEX T H ( 8 4 J , F P ( L 2 ) r R ( 1 4 4 ) , T ( 8 4 )  
COMPLEX 6 ( . 5 8 8 ) , H ( 8 4 ) r F A 8 ( 4 9 ) r F L 8 o r C T B ( 4 9 ) r F A H ~ 7 ~ ? F L H ~ 7 ) , C T H (  
17) 
COMPLEX S M L B ( 1 6 8 ) , S M L C ( 1 6 8 ) , S M L 0 0  
COMPLEX F A S B ~ 1 4 ) ~ F L S C ( 1 4 1 r F L S ~ ~ l 4 ~ , F A S D ~ l 4 ) r C T S B ~ l 4 ~ , C T S D ~ l 4 ~  
C O M P L E X   F L S B ( 1 4 )  
COMMON/SAIN/SD 
COMMON/SUB/Y 
COMMON/IQVAR/ NB,NSP,MAXN,NES,IFV,NF,NSXZEY,NOUT, MOOEIMFPINP, 
L M X I T ~ N E X P ~ N C O N V I I T E R E M ~ N U R M ~ N ~ ~ E M S ~  MFLAPINFEA~NCT~~ 'JFLAPINS,  
2 ~ C O L S ~ N C S S ~ N F P l ~ M X S M ~ ~ M X K ~ ~ N R ~ O ~ N C 6 D ~ ~ ~ X T 2 P l ~ N C F V ~ N E I A ~ N E I ~ ~  
~ N E I C , N E I D ~ M L D M I N R I F C ~ N E I F C , N E ~ S C ~ M X T K N , M C M ~ M Z O O M , M X Q ~ N S D ~ M X S D ~  
~ M X F A B ~ M X C P M ~ M X C P K ~ M X C S ~ , M X S M ~ ~ M ~ A S B ~ N ~ S ~ N P S I N I G ~ I R E M ~ ~ ~  
1 C Y ~ ~ ~ C Y L ~ I C Y ~ O ~ C Y ~ ~ ~ C Y ~ , C Y L ~ A  
1 F A B r F L B v C T B  
CUMHON/CY/ C Y 1  ~ C Y ~ , C Y S , C Y ~ , C V ~ , C Y ~ I C Y ~ , C Y ~ ~  , C Y L 2 r C Y L 3  , C Y 1 4 r C Y 1 5 ,  




1 r O E T S V  
E Q U I V A L E N C E  ( E P S v Q U )  
DATA EM/ L e  15,29r42,57,70/ 
DATA DM/1,3,5,6r9,10/ 
REWIND 2 
R E P C ( 2 )  S D  
IUCFEA-1 
N C F L P = L  
NCCT=L 
I F I I F V )  1 2 p 1 2 r 1 3  ' 
12 D O  20  L=l ,MXKQ 
20 H(L)=10.,0. 1 
13  DO 15 L = l r M X S M B  
S M L B ( L J = I O * r 0 - 1  
S M L C ( L ) = ( O . r O o I  
15 S M L D I  L1=( 0. eo- 1 
DO 22  K=L,MXCPK 
5 
22 B ( K ) = ( O e r O a )  
C I N I T I A L I Z E   B r S M L B t S M L C t S M l D ,   B L O C K S  TO LAMBDA 
C M A T R l C E S  APART FROM F I H S T  COLUMN PRESENT IN F R E E  V I B  CASE 
DO 30 I = l , M X S M I  
K = M X C S B *  1-9 
K=K+L 
K = K + 6  
SYLC(K)=IlerO.) 
S M L B ( K ) = ( l m * O m )  
S M L D t K J = ( l o r O o )  *MFLAP 
L M L = ( I - l ) * M X C P M  
00 30 M = l r 6  
K = L P l + E M ( M ) + 1 2 * I F V  
30 B ( K ) = ( l . r O o )  
IF(IfVJ 39,39923 
23 DO 3 8  I = l r M X S M I  
NC2=MXC SB*I 
N C l = (  1-1)*NKIFC+MXT2Pl+(MS-l)*NR6D 
L M l = ( I - l ) * M X C P M  
DO 3 4  M ~ l r  6 
K = L C l + D M t M J  
L=NC 1+M 
34 B ( K ) = A L M ( L  I 
K=NC2-2 1 
L = N C l + 7  
S M L C ( t O = A L M I L I  
K=NC2-20 
L=NC 1+8 
S H L B ( K ) = A L M ( L )  
I F  ( F F L A P )  3 8 9 3 8 9 3 5  
3 5  K = N C 2 - 1 4  
L=NC1+9  
S M L D I K ) = A L M f L l  
38 C O N T I N U E  
39 CONTINUE 
32 C O N T I N U E  
900 F O R M A T ( 1 0 ( l P E l Z e 4 ) )  
ISM=( MS-1 I *NSD 
DO 5 0 1  I S = l  r NS 
I S M L = I S M + ( I S - L ) * N S I L E Y  
N C P L X = l  
M=ISML+L 
DO 50 L = l r N S I Z E Y  
50 Y ( L J = S D ( M )  
C P U L T I P L Y  BY RIGID, BEND, A N D   E L A S T  WHICH ARE OEPENOfNT 
C CNLY  ON  SECTION N U M B E R  
I F  ( Y ( 1 1 6 l )  8 0 9 8 0 ~ 5 5  
5 5  C A L L   R I G I D   ( K R E A L J  
L G O = l  
C I SETS BLOCK POSITION I N  F I N A L  ARRAY M,L S E T S  
6 
C ELEMENr P O S I T I O N  W I T H I h  A G I V E N  BLOCK 
60 00 79 I = l r M X S M I  
IM1=( l - l l * i Z  
IF(IFV1 5 1 r 5 1 r 5 2  
51 DO 6 1  M = l w 1 2  
K = I   H 1  +M 
61 T H ( M ) = H ( K )  
GO T O   ( 6 2 r 6 3 ) r N C P L X  
GO TO 6 4  
6 3  C A L L   M L C C L ( R r T H 1  
64 DO 65 H = l ,  12 
6 2  C A L L   M L R G L i R R E A L v T H )  
K= I Ml+M 
6 5  H ( K ) = T H ( M )  
5 2  L M l = (  1-11 * MXCPM 
013 66 M=lrMXCPM 
K = L M l + M  
66 T { M ) = B ( K I  
G i l  TO ( 6 7 r 6 8 ) r N C P L X  
GO TO 69 
67 C A L L   M L R C Z ( R K E A L 1 T w N C O L S )  
68 C A L L   M L C C Z ( R p T w N C 0 L S )  
6 9  DO 70 M = l r  MXCPM 
K = L C l + M  
B ( K l =   T ( M )  
70 C O N T I N U E  
71 L B M l = ( I - i ) * M X C S B  
GO T O   ( 7 7 r 7 1 1 , N C F E A  
DO 72 M = l  r MXCSR 
K = L B M l + M  
72 T H I P J = S M L C ( K )  
GO TO ( 7 3 r 7 4 l r N C P L X  
7 3  CALL   MLRC2(RREALwTHwNCSB)  
GO ro 7 5  
74 C A L L   M L C C Z ( R r T H p N C S R 1  
75 DO 76 M=l, MXCSB 
K = L B M l + M  
76 S M L C ( K l = T H ( M )  
77 GO TO 1 7 8 r 7 1 1 ) w N C C T  
7Li L B H l = ( I - l ) * M X C S B  
00 72 1 M = l r M X C S B  
K = L B M l + M  
721 T H I  P ) = S M L B (  K 1 
GO TO ( 7 3 1 r 7 4 1 l r N C P L X  
7 3 1  C A L L   M L R C 2 ( R R E A L , T H r N C S B )  
GU TO 7 5 1  
741 C A L L   M L C C Z ( R r T H w N C S B 1  
751 DO 761 M = l  9 MXCSB 
K = L B M l + M  
761 S M L B ( K ) = T H ( M )  
7 
7 8  GO TO ( 7 9 1 7 1 2 ) ~  NCFLP 
712 LBMl=LI-LJ*HXCSB 
00 722  M=lvHXCSB 
K = L B M l + M  
722 T H I M ) = S H L D ( K )  
GO TO ( 7329 742 1 t NCPLX 
732  CALL  MLRCZ~.RREAlvTH,NCSB) 
GO TO 752 
742  CALL  MLCC2(R*THvNCSB) 
752 DO 7 6 2  M=l,MXCSB 
K=LBMl+M 
762  SMLO( K) =TH( M I  
7 9  CON'TI NUE 
GO TO (80,100,120 1 rL6O 
80 I F ( Y ( 1 1 3 1 )   1 0 0 t 1 0 0 , 8 5  
8 5  CALL BEND (RREAL) 
Lb0=2 
GO TO 60 
100 I f  4 Y (  1 1 5 )  1 1209 1209102 
102  CALL  ELAST(R1 
LG@=3 
NCPLX=2 
GO TO 60 
C MULTIPLY BY STIFFNESS AND M A S S  MATRICES WHICH ARE 
C DEPENUENT ON SHIFT NUMBER 
120 DO 200 I=lrMXSMI 





IF (YILL7)) 1 4 5 ~ 1 4 5 ~ 1 2 5  
125  CALL STIFFIR,CYS) 
L G O = 1  
1 2 9   I F ( 1 F V )   1 3 0 , 1 3 0 ~ 1 2 7  
130  00 132 M = l t 1 2  
K = I H l + M  
132 T H ( M ) = H ( K )  
CALL MLCCl iRvTHI 
DO 1 3 5  M=1912 
K = I M l + M  
135  H(KI=TH(M)  
127 LMl= ( I - l ) *YXCPM 
DO 136  M-1tMXCPM 
K = L M l + M  
136 T(M)=B(K)  
CALL MLCCZ ( Rt T 9 NCOL S 1 





137 C O N T I N U E  
1 3 8  L d M l = (  1-1 I * M X C S B  
GO TO I 142,138) r N C f  EA 
DO 139 M=lpMXCSB 
K= L B M l + M  
139 TH( M )  =SMLC4 K )  
CALL  MLCCZ(R,THINCSB) 
DO 140 W=l,MXCSB 
K=CBMltH 
140 S M L C ( K ) = T H ( M )  
142 C O N T I N U E  
401 L B M l = ( X - L ) * M X C S B  
DO 402 V = l r M X C S B  
GO TO ( 400,401) ,NCF L P  
K = L B M l + M  
402 TH( M I  = S M L D (   K 1  
C A L L   H L C C Z ( K ~ T H 1 N C S B )  
00 403 M = l r M X C S B  
K = L B P l + M  
403 S M L D ( K ) = T H ( M )  
400 C O N T I N U E  
405 L B M L = i  1-1 1 *MXCSB 
DO 406 M = l  r MXCSB 
GO TO i 4 0 4 r 4 0 5 )  r N C G T  
K = L B M l + M  
406 TH4 P 1=SMLB(K  j 
CALL  MLCC2(R,JHqNCSB)  
DO 407 M=l,MXCSB 
K=LRMl+M 
407 S M L B l K ) = T H ( M I  
404 CONT TNUE 
144 GO T O  ( 1 4 5 r 1 7 0 ) r L G O  
145 I F  ( Y (  112)  1 200r2009148 
148 I F  ( I F V I  1 5 0 9 1 5 0 ~  146 
146 C Y l B A = O  
GO TO 165 
150 KMNP=KSML-NP 
1 5 1  CY18A=O 
i f  ( K M N P )  1 5 2 r 1 5 1 ~ 1 5 2  
60 TO 165 
152 If i K M N P + l )  1549153,154 
153 C Y 1 8 A = 1  
60 TO 165 
1 5 4  I F  I K M N P - 1 )  1651155,165 
155 C Y 1 8 A = - 1  
LGO=2 
GO TO 129 
165 CALL M A S S E  ( R e F P )  
170 I F ( I F V )  171.171r200 
1 7 L  DO 180 M = l r l 2  
9 
K = l  M 1  +M 
180 H{K)=H(K)+FPIM)  . 
200 CONTINUE 
I f  (MODE .NE, 0) GU TO 347 
I F  (MFP .NE- 0) GO TO 347  
305 I F  (IS-NFEA)  326,3101326 
310  NCFEA=2 
DO 320 I=l,MXFAB 
K = (  1-11 *12 +4 
I F  ( I F V )  3 1 1 r 3 1 1 r 3 1 2  
K=( I -  1) *12+4 
320  FABII)=B(K) 
3 1 1  DO 3 2 1  I = l , M X S M I  
3 2 1  FAH( I l = H ( K l  
3 1 2  I F (  I S - N C T I  3 2 3 ~ 3 2 2 9 3 2 2  
322  DO 324  I=l,MFASB 
K = (  1-1 1 *12+4 
3 2 4  FASB ( X ) =  SMLBIK) 
323 I F  (IS-NFLAP)  326,325,325 
325 DU 327  I=l,MFASB 
K= f 1-1 ) *12+4  
327  FASD( I 1=SMLD(K 1 
326 CONTI NU€ 
326 NCCT=2 
I F  ( IS-NCT)  34093289340 
DO 329 I = l rMXFAB 
K = (   I - U * 1 2 + 3  
329  CTB(  I ),=B(K) 
I F (  I F  V I  3 1 . 3 ~ 3 1 3 9 3 1 4  
313 DO 330 I = l r M X S M I  
K=(  1-11  *12+3 
330 CTH( I J=H( Kl 
3 1 4  DO 3 3 1  I=L,MFASB 
K = (  I - l ) * 1 2 + 4  
3 3 1  C T S R (  I I = S M L B { K I  
IF ( IS-NFLAP) 333 1'3329332 
3 3 2  DO 3 3 4  I=lrMFL\SB 
K= ( I- 11 *12+3 
334  C T S D ( I ) = S Y l D I K 3  
3 3 3  CONTINUE 
340 I F  (IS-NFLAP)  345,335,345 
335 rUCt=LP=2 
DO 336   I= l rMXFAB 
K = ( I - 1 ) * 1 2 + 1 1  
3 3 6  F L 6 . i  I ) = B ( K )  
If ( I F V )  3 1 5 , 3 1 5 ~ 3 1 6  
315 DO 337 1 = 1 9 M X S M I  
K = (  1-1 ) *12+11  
337 F L H (  I )=H(K)  
316  fF(IS-NCT1  339,3389338 
10 
338 00 342 I = L r M F A S B  
K = I i - l ) * l Z + l l  
342 FLSB( I I=SHLB (KJ 
339 I F  ( IS-NFEA)  345,3439343 
343 00 344 I=1 rMFAS6 
K = (  I-11*12+11 
344 FLSC(I)=SHLC(K) 
345 C O N T I N U E  
632 CONT I NU€ 
346 GO TO 501  
347 IB=l 
i F  ( N C T o G T o I S )  IB=O 
IC=1 
IF ( N F E A o G T o I S )  IC=O 
ID=l 
I F  I N F L A P o G T o I S )  iD=O 
I F  (MFP ONE, 0) 60 TO 350 
I J l = N F * H X C P M  
I JZ=NF*MXCSB 
IK l=Ni3 IFC*NF+MXT2Pl+(MS- l ) *NRBD 
K = I J l + I R  
L = I J 2 + I R  
S H A P E I I K J = B ( K ) - I B * S M L B ( L ) - I C * S M L C ( L ) - I 0 * S M ~ O ( L )  
K l = K + L Z * I P  
L l = I K l + I P  
L P T = L + 1 2  
S H A P E (   I R l = S H A P E (   I R ) - I B * S M L B I L P T ) * E P S (  I K 1 + 8 ) -  
D O  348 I R . = l r 1 2  
3 5 4  DO 349 I P = l r 6  
349 SHAPE(IR)=SHAPE(IRJ+B(Kl)*~PS(~l) 
1 I C * S M L C t L P T I * E P S 4  I K L + 7 )  
IF ( I D  .EQ. O J  GO r o  3 4 8  
SHAPE( I R ) = S H A P E (   I R ) - I D * S M L D (   L P T J * E P S (   I K 1 + 9 J  
348 CONr I NUE 
WRITE (6.961 1 
961  F O R M A T (  l H O v *  V A L U E S  UF SHAPE V E C T O R * / )  
WRITE (6,9001 ( S H A P E (  IHJ r I R = l v l 2 )  
GO TO 501  
3 5 0  I J L=NF * 7 2  
I J 2 = N F * 1 2  
I K L = N R I F C * N F + M X T Z P l +   ( M S - l ) * N R B D  
DO 352 I R = l 9 1 2  
K = I J l + I K  
L = I J Z + I R  
S H A P E ~ I R ~ ~ - I B * S M L B ~ L ~ * U U ~ ~ K l + 8 ~ - I C * S M L C ~ ~ ~ * O U ~ I K l ~ 7 ~ ~ H ~ L ~  
I F  110 .EQ. 0) GO TO 351  
SHAPE(IR)=SHAPE(IR)-IO*SMLD~L~*QU(IKl+9) 
L l = I K L + I P  
K L = K + ( I P - l I * l Z  
351 DO 3 5 2   I P = l r 6  
11 
352 SHAPE( IR)=SHAPEl IR)+B(Kl)*QU(Ll) 
WRITE (6,9611 





S U B R O U T I N E   M L R C l   ( R r T I  
REAL R (  1 4 4 )  
COMPLEX T (  121 rTHLD( 12) 
DO 50 I = l , L 2  
50 THLD( I l = ( O -  rO.1 
DO 100 M = L r  1 2  
MMl=(M-l)*12 
L M = M M l + I  
DO 100 I = l r 1 2  
100 T H L D ( M ) = R ( l M ) * T (  I l + T H L D ( M )  
200 T { I ) = T H L D ( I I  




SUBROUTINE M L C C l  ( R t T i  
COMPLEX R ( 1 4 4 ) r  T ( 1 2 ) r T H L D ~ l Z l  
00 50 [ = i t 1 2  
50 T H L D ( I l = ( O . t O . )  
DO 100 M = 1 , 1 2  
MMl=[ H-11*12 
DO 100 I = l r 1 2  
LM=HMltI 
100 T H L D ( M ) = R ( L M ) * T I  I I + T H L D ( M )  
200 T( I )=THLO( 1 )  




SUBROUTINE  HLRt2 (RrTrNCOLS)  
REAL R4144) 
COMPLEX r( 8 4 )  r 'THLD (84 1 
NCR=12*NCOLS 
DO 50 I l r  NCR 
50 T H L D ( I l = ( O . r O . )  
DO 100 N=l rNCOLS 
NN1=( N- 1) *12 
M M l =  ( tl-1) *12 
K=NNl +M 
DO 100 I=L,l2 
LM=HMl+ I  
lN=NNl + I  
DO 100 M - 1 9 1 2  
100 T H L D I K ) = R ( L H ) * T ( L N ) + T H L D ( K )  
200 T ( I ) = T H L D ( i )  




SUBROUTINE N L C C 2  (RtTwNCOLS)  
COMPLEX R ( 1 4 4 1 , T ( 8 4 ) , T H L D 1 8 4 )  
NCR=LZ*NCOLS 
DO 50 [=LrNCR 
5 0  THLD1I)=(O.rO.# 
DO 100 N=l.NCOLS 
N N l = i  N - l 1 + 1 2  
DO 100 M = L v  12 
MHl=(M-l)*12 
K = N N 1  +M 
L M = M M L + I  
LN=Nh; l+ l  
DO L O O  I=lv12 
L O O  THLD( K ) = R (  L M ) * T (   L N )   + T H L D I K )  
200 T I  I ) = T H L D (  1 1  




SUBROUTINE S T I F F  ( S K t C Y 5 1  
REAL Y (  125 )  
COMPLEX S K (  144) 
C O P f L E X  C Y 5  
COMMON /SUB/ Y 
DO 5 I = l r 1 4 4  
5 S K (  I I = (  O . r O .  1 
I F  ( Y ( L 1 1 ) )  1989199,198 
198 S K ( 3 9 ) =  Y ( l 1 1 )  
60 TO 200 
199 S K ( 2 8 ) =  Y ( 1 0 5 1  / ( 1 -  + Y ( 1 0 8 1  * C Y 5 1  
S K ( 5 7 1 =  Y 1 1 0 7 )  / (1 ,  + Y ( 1 1 0 )  * C Y 5 1  
S K ( L 1 9 ) =  Y ( 1 0 6 )  / ( I .  + Y ( 1 0 9 J  * C Y 5 1  





99) *  Y ( 10 
R ( 1 3 0 ) =  + ( Y 4 9 9 )  * Y (  102 )+  Y( 10114: Y (  1 0 4 ) )  









SUBROUTINE  BLADE 
C OHMON/ I MSB/HS 
COMPLEX YKM 
COMPLEX 8 ( 5 8 8 ) r F A 8 ( 4 9 ) r F L B ( 4 9 ) r C T 8 ( 4 9 )  
COMPLEX S Y L B ( Z 6 8 ) r S M L C t 1 6 8 ) , S M L 0 0  
COMPLEX f A S 8 ~ 1 4 ~ ~ F L S C ~ 1 4 ~ ~ F L S D ~ 1 4 ) 1 F L S B o , F A S D ~ l 4 J ~ C T S B ~ l 4 ~ ~  
INTEGER U r A L P I 6  I 
1 C T S O I  141 
COMPLEX D f  3276) r C ( 5 6 )  
C U M M O N / A K T A U / A K C I ( Q ) r T A U ( 4 ) r S M L A ( 4 ) r A K ( 4 1 , A C ( 4 ) , C A P K , C A P C  
COKMON/DC/D,C 
COMMON/iOVAR/ NB,NSPIMAXN,NES,JFV,N~,NSIZEY,NCIUTI  MODE,MFP,NP, 
l M X I T , N E X P ~ N C O N V ~ I T E R f M I N O R " S t  MFLAPINFEAINCTINFLAP,NS, 
2 N C O L S ~ N C S B ~ N f P l ~ M X S M I ~ M X K ~ ~ N R B D ~ N C B D B , M X T Z P l ~ N C F V , N E I ~ ~ N E i ~ ~  
3 N E I C ~ N E I D , M Z R M ~ N R I f C ~ N E I S C , M X T K N I M C M , M Z ~ D M ~ M X O ~ N S D ~ M X S D ~  
Q M X F A B ~ M X C P M ~ M X C P K , M X C S B ~ M X S M B t M f A S B ~ N B S , N P S ~ N I G ~ I R E ~ ( 9 J  
C O M M O N / B l S / B , S M t B , S M L C ~ S M L D , F A S B , ~ ~ S ~ , C l S B , f L S C , f L S ~ , F A S D , C T S D ,  
L F A @ r F F B , C T B  
DATA A L P / l * 3 , 5 t 6 , 9 r 1 0 /  
M S M L = M S - l  
HSL=MSMl*MZDM 
NCl=NRBD*NCOLS 
NC2=NRBD*(NCOL  S+NCSB 1 
NC3=NRBD*(NCOLS+Z*NCSB 1 
M S l P l = M S l + l  
MSlP=MS*MZDM 
DO 15 J J = M S l P l , M S l P  
15 D ( J J ) = ( O . , O . )  
DO 22 I = L r M X S M I  
I M l = I  -1 
I l = M X C P M * i M l  
12=NCULS* I M 1  
13=MXCSE*  I M 1  
I 5 = N C S B *  I M l  
J M l = J - l  
J L = l Z * J M l  
MS3=MSl+NEID*IMl+NRBD*JMl 
I O A L P = A L P ( Q )  
L L = 1 2 + J  
O ( M S 3 + 7 ) = F A B ( L L I  
I F  ( M f L A P  .EO. 0 )  60 TO 4 
D ( P S 3 + 9 ) = F L B ( L L 1  
DO 4 J = l r N C O L S  
DO 1 Q = 1 , 6  
1 D I M S 3 + Q ) = B { X l + J l + I O A L P )  
D t M S 3 + 8 ) = - S M L A ( M S ) * C T i 3 ( L L h * Y K M (  I r M S )  
4 CONTINUE 
DO 2 1  J=L,NCSB 
JMl=J-1 
J 1 = 1 2 * J M L  
24 
MS3=MSL+NEID*IMl+NRBD*JMl 
I Q A L P = A L P 4 Q )  
I F  ( M F L A P  .EQ. 0 )  G O  T O  8 
D ( M S 3 + N C l + 9 ) = - F L S C I  I 5 + J )  
I Q A L P = A L P ( Q )  
L L = I S + J  
L=MS3+NC2+7  
D ( L ) = - F A S B ( L L J  
L= L+ 1 
D ( L ) = A K C I ( M S J * C T S B ( L L )  
I F 4 M F L A P  O E Q o  O J  GO TO 20 
IF [ N F L A P  .CT. NCT)  GO TO 13 
D (  L+1 ) = - F L S B ( L L  1 
DO 6 Q = l , b  
6 D ( M S S + N C l + Q ) = - S M L C [  I 3 + J l + I Q A L P J  
I F t N f L A P  .LT.   NFEAJ GO TO 8 
8 DO 9 Q = l , b  
9 D ( M S 3 + N C 2 + Q l = - S M L B (  I S + J L + I Q A L P )  
13 oa 14 Q = I , ~  
L L = I 3 + J l + A L P ( Q )  
L=MS3+NC3+Q 
1 4  D ( L ) = - S M L D ( L L l  
I F ( N F L A P  .GTo  NFEAJ GO TO 17 
L L = I S + J  
L=MS3+NC3+7 
O( L )=-FASO( L L I  
DtMS3+NC3+8l=SMLA(MSI*SMLA(MSl*CTSD{ 15+JI 
17 I F i N f L A P  .GT.  N C T )  GO TO 20 
20 C(MSMl*MCM+15+J  )=CTSB(  I 5 + J  J 




COMPLEX F U N C T I O N  Y K M 4 1 r M S I  
I N T E L E R   C Y 1 8 A w C Y 3  
COMPLEX C Y 1  ,CY2 ,CY5 , C Y 6  
COMMON/CY/ C Y l ~ C Y 2 , C Y 5 ~ C Y 6 , C Y 4 ~ C Y 7 ~ C Y 8 ~ C Y l l ~ C Y l 2 ~ C Y l 3 ~ C Y l 4 ~ C Y l 5 ~  
1 CY 1 6 r C Y 1 7 r C Y 2 0 p C Y 3 9 , C Y 3 ~ C Y 1 8 A  
COMMON/ IQVAR/  N 6 ~ N S P ~ M A X N ~ N E S ~ I f V ~ N F , N S I Z E Y , N O U T I  MODE~MFPINPI 
l M X I T ~ N E X P p N C O N V , I T E R E M ~ N O R M ~ N R E M S p  MFLAP,NFEA*NCT,NFLAP,NS, 
2 N C O L S , N C S B ~ N F P l ~ M X S M I , M X K ~ ~ N R 6 D ~ N C B D E ~ M X T 2 P l ~ N C F V ~ N E I A ~ N E i B ~  
3 N E I C ~ N E I D ~ M Z D M ~ N R I F C ~ N E I ~ C ~ N E I S C , M X T K ~ ~ M C M , ~ Z ~ D M ~ M X O ~ N S ~ ~ M X S D ,  
4 H X F A B , M X C P M , M X C P K , M X C S 6 , M X S ~ B , M F A S 0 , N B S , N P S , N f ~ , I R E M ( 9 ~  
COHMON/AKTAU/AKCI (4 ) rTAUI4 ) rSMLA(Q)rAK(4 )pAK[4 I ,AC(4 l ,CAPK,CAPC 
KSML= I- NF P 1 
CYS=CYl -CY2*KSML*CY4 




SUBROUT IN€ HBLOCK 
COMMCiN/LMSB/MS 
INTEGER A L P ( 6 J t 4  
COMPLEX D D ( ~ ~ ~ ) T H ( ~ ~ ) , C T H ( ~ ) ~ F L H ( ~ ) ~ F A H ( ~ ) , F A H ( ? ~  
COMMON/DDl/DD 
C O M M O N / R B T S / H t C T H t F L H I   F A H  
C O M M O N / A K T A U / A K C I ( 4 ~ ~ T A U ( 4 ) t S M ~ A ~ 4 l ~ A ~ ~ 4 ~ t A C ~ 4 l t C A P ~ ~ C A P C  
C O M M O N / I Q V A R /   N B r N S P , M A X N * N f S ,   I F V t N F , N S I Z E Y t N O U T q   M O D E t M F P t N P ,  
l P X I T ~ N E X P , N C O N V ~ I T E R E M , N O R M ~ N R E M S ~  MFLAP,NFEAtNCTqNFLAPtNSe 
2 N C O L S ~ N C S B ~ N F P l ~ M X S M I ~ ~ X K Q ~ N R 8 D ~ N C 5 O ~ ~ M X l 2 P l ~ ~ ~ F V ~ N € I A ~ N E I B ~  
3 N E I C , N E I D , H Z D M ~ N K I F C ~ N E ~ ~ C ~ N E I S C ~ M X T K N ~ M C M t M Z O D M ~ M X Q t N S O ~ M X S D ~  
~ M K F A B ~ M X C P M I M X C P K ~ M X C S B I " B , M F A S B ~ N B S , N P S , N ~ G ~ I R E M ( ~ )  
OATA A L P / l r 3 t 5 t 6 r 9 , 1 0 /  
M S 1 = (  M S - 1 1  *MZDDH 
DO 5 I=L,MXSMI 
M S Z = M S l + (  I-l)*NRBO 
I H = (  I - l ) * 1 2  
00 1 Q=1 r 6  
I Q A L P = A L P (  Q 1 
D O (  MS2+7)=-FAH(  1 I 





1 DO( MS2+Q )=-H( I M  + I Q A L P  1 
If(HfLAP .EQ- 01 GO TO 5 
26 
SU6ROUTINE  SETUP 
COMMON/ BRI GD/EGNS 
COHMON/IBRIG/MINPN~HAXPN,NEGNSINPRCNT~MXIlE~~MXERO~~ITDET 
I N T E G E R   C Y 1 8 A v C Y 3  
COMPLEX  EGNS(5 )  t A L M 1 2 8 ? ) v E P S ( 2 8 7 )  
COMPLEX REM( 9) 
COMPLEX D E T S V  
C O M P L E X   C Y l , C Y Z t C Y S t C Y 6  
R E A L  C S ( ~ ~ ~ ) T S N ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ S ~ ( ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( ~ T ~ ~ )  
REAL Y( 125) r S D ( 7 5 0 0 )  
COM#ON/ IQVAR/  NBtNSP,HAXN9NESt IFVtNFtNSIZEY,NOUlt  H O D E t M F P t N P t  
~ H X I ~ ~ N E X P T N C O N V T I T E R E M ~ N O R M ~ N R E M S ~  HFCAP,NFEA9NCTtNFLAPtNS9 
~ N C O L S ~ N C S B ~ N F P ~ T M X S M ~ ~ N X K Q ~ N R B D , N C B O B ~ M X T Z P ~ ~ N C F V ~ N E X A ~ N E I ~ ~  
~NEIC~NEIOTMZDM.NRIFCIN~IFCINEISC~NEISC~MXTKNTMC~THZDDM~MXQ~NSD~MXSD~ 
~ H X F A B ~ M X C P M T M X C P K ~ M X C S B I ” F A S B I N B S , N P S T N ~ G ~ I R E M ( ~ ~  
COMMON/RNAME/CSTSN 
COMMON/RNAMEl /CS19SNl  
C O M M O N / A K T A U / A K C I ( ~ I T T ~ U ( ~ ) ~ S M L A ( ~ ) ~ A K ( ~ ~ ~ A C ~ ~ ) ~ C A P K ~ C A P C  
COMMON/EPSA/EPS  *REM 
1 r D E T S V  
COMMON/SAI   N/SD 
COMMON/SUB/Y 
COMMON/C ALM/  ALM 
CO”ON/CY/ C Y ~ ~ C Y ~ ~ C Y ~ T ~ Y ~ T ~ Y ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ Y ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
1 C Y L ~ T C Y ~ ~ T C Y ~ ~ ~ C Y ~ ~ ~ G Y ~ ~ C Y ~ ~ A  
1 T I F V I N F ~ N S I Z E Y T N O U T  
R E A 0  (5,902) N B t N S P 9 M A X N t N E S  
READ  15 ,902)   MXXTVNEXPtNCONV 
N F P l = N F  t1 
M X S M I = 2 * N F + l  
HXKQ=l2*MXSMI  
R E A D   ( 5 9 9 0 2 1  H F L A P t N F E A t N C T t N F L A P 9 N S t R B S t N P S t N I G  
I F  ( I F V )  5 7 , 5 7 1 5 8  
57  N C U L S = 6  
NCSB= 1 
R E A C ( 5 r 9 0 2 1   M I N P N e M A X P N  
W R I T E ( 6 r 9 2 7 )   M I N P N v N A X P N  
GO .TO 5 9  
NCSB=2 
5 8  NCGLS=7 
R E A D   ( 5 9 9 0 2 1  N E G N S ~ M X I T E R ~ M X E R O K ~ I T E R E M ~ N O R M ~ N R E M S T N P R C N T  
1 9 I TOET 
R E A D (  5,902) 4 I H E M (  I )  T I=lrNREMS) 
R E A 0 1 5 9 9 0 1 )  ( E G N S i  I)t I = l t N E G N S )  
WRITE (6t912) 
WRITE (699131 N E G N S ~ M X I T E R ~ M X E R O R ~ ~ T E R E M T N O R M T N R E M S T N P R C N T  
k R i T E ( 6 . 9 1 4 1  l I t I R E I J . 1 1  1 9  I = L T N R € M S )  
W R I T E l b r 9 1 5 )  ( I T E G N S ( T ) T  I = l r N E G N S )  
1 e XTDET 
5 9  NRBD=8+MFLAP 
27 
WRITE(6.925)  N ~ , N S P ~ M A X N ~ N E S I I F V ~ N F ~ N S ~ Z E Y ~ N ~ U T ~ M X I T I N E X P ~ N C O N V ~  
1 MFLAP~NFEA~NCTINFLAP~NSINBS~NPS,NPS,NIG 
. NCBDB=NCULS+( 2+Mf L A P ) * N C S B  
M X T 2 P 1 = ( 2 * M A X N + l ) * N S P  
N C F V = ( I F V + M X T 2 P l ) * N S P  
NE I A=MXT2P l *NCFV 
NE IO=NRBD*NCBDB 




N E I F C = N R I F C * N C F V  













R E A D ( 5 r 9 0 1 )   C Y 4 r C Y l l r C Y l S  
W R I T €  (6,911) C Y 4 r C Y l l r C Y l 5  
I F J N S P  .EQ- 0 )  60 T O  30 
READ (5.901)  C Y l 3 r C Y 1 4 r C Y 2 0 v C Y 3 9  
W R I T E ( 6 p 9 2 3 )   C Y 1 3 r C Y 1 4 r C Y Z O r C Y 3 9  
CALL S U P P H A ( N E S r M A X N 1  
R E A O ( 5 r 9 0 1 )  t A K I M S 1  t MS=l ,NES)  
R E A D ( 5 r 9 0 1 )   ( A C I M S )  9 M S = l r N E S l  
R E A D ( 5 1 9 0 1 )   C A P K f C A P C  
30 CALL PHASE(   NBvMAXN)  
R E A D ( 5 r 9 0 1 )  { A K C I ( M S I r   M S = l r N B l  
R E A D f 5 ~ 9 0 1 )   ( T A U 1 M S I r   F c S = l t N B )  
R E A D ( 5 r 9 0 1 )   ( S M L A ( M S 1 y   M S = l r N B )  
C Y Z = ( O .  * 1. J 
CY7=CY4*CY4 
C Y 8 = 2 , * C Y 4  
C Y 1 2 = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 7  
C Y 1 6 = S I N ( C Y l 5 )  
C Y 1 7 = C O S ( C Y 1 5 ~  
DO 40 I = l r N S I Z E Y  
40 Y (  I)=O, 
DO 120 MS=l,NB 
NSDMS=NSD*( MS-1) 
DO 120 I S = l , N S  
R E A D ( 5 r 9 0 9 )   M l , M 2 r M 3 r M 4 r M S r W 6  
28 
Y ( 1 1 2 )  = M 1  
Y ( 1 1 3 )  = M2 
Y I i 1 4 )  = M3 
Y ( 1 1 5 )  = M4 
Y ( l l 6 )  = M5 
Y ( 1 1 7 J  = M6 
C A L L  YA 
I F ( M 1  o E Q o  0) GO TO 2 
2 I F I M 2  o E Q -  01 GO TO 4 
C A L L   B Y D ( M S ~ N S r I S p N S 1 Z E Y )  
4 I F ( M 4  .EQ. 0 )  GO TO 5 
C A L L   B Y E   ( C Y ~ V N S D M S ,   I S T N S I Z E Y )  
5 I F ( M 5  . E Q o  0 )  GO TO 6 
C A L L   Y R I G I D  
C A L L   Y S K  
M = ( I S - l ) * N S I L E Y + L + N S D M S  
6 IF ( M 6  o E U o  0 )  GO TO 199 
199 EO 2GO L=lrNSIZEY 
200 S D I M ) = Y ( L )  
203 Y ( Z  I=O.  
120 C O N T I N U E  
902 FORMAT ( 2 0 1 5 )  
YO9 FORMAT (611 )  
00 203 I = l r N S I Z E Y  
901 FORMAT ( 8 F L O o 6 )  
911 FORMAT(/ /18X,*CYQ = * ,F10.4,* C Y 1 1  = * p F l O o 4 t *   C Y 1 5  = *,F10.4) 
912 F O R M A T ( ~ H L I ~ ~ X ~ *   N A S A - 5   F R E E   V I B R A T I O N   C O M P U T A T I O N * / / )  
913 F O R M A T ( l S X r *   N E G N S  =*e 13,*  M X I T E K  =* ,13 , *  MXEROR = * , I 3 p *  I T €  
l R E M  =*t 13.9 NORM = 4 ,  I 3 9  * NREMS = * e  13/15X,*NPRCNT =*, 13 
2r3X t -9 :  I T D E T  = * p  13)  
9 1 4  F O R M A T ( l Z X , 6 ( *  IREM*rIZr* = * r 1 3 ) / )  
915 FORMAT ( 8 X , 4 ( *  E G N S * r I Z , *   = * , 2 € 1 1 0 4 ) / )  
923 F O R M A T ( / 1 7 X p * C Y l 3   = * r F 1 0 , 4 t * C Y l 4   = * , F l O o 4 r * C Y Z O   = + t F l O o 4 r * C Y 3 9  = 4 T  
1 F10.4/ )  
925 FOHMAT( / /LSX,*  NE3 = * r I 3 , 6 X t * N S P   = * r I 3 r S X , * M A X N   = * r I 3 r 6 X p * N E S  =* 
1 , 1 3 , 6 X p * I F V   = * , 1 3 , 7 X w * N F   = * I ~ / ~ S X I * N S I Z E Y   = * r 1 4 , 4 X , * N O U T  = * r I 3 p  
2 5 X , * M X I T   = * t I 3 , 5 X t * N E X P  =*,13,4X,*NCONV =*913,4X,*MFLAP = * r I 3 /  
3 17X,*NFEA  "*,13,6Xp*NCT  =*,I3,4X,*NFLAP  =*,13,7Xr*NS = * , I 3 9  
4 6Xp*NBS  =*913t6X,*NPS  =* I3 ,6X,*NIG = * I 3 / / )  
927 F O R M A T f / / r S X r *  HINPN= * r I 5 1 *  MAXPN= *,I5/) 
REWIND 2 




SUBROUTINE  PHASE (NBrHAXN) 
REAL CS(brS)rSN(4,5)rPHIH(4) 
COMMON/RNAME/CSrSN 
R E A D 1 5 r 7 0 0 1  (PHIMIMS) 9 M S = l r N B I  
700 F O R M A T ( B F 1 0 . 6 )  
IF ( M A X N  mE.0. 0 )  GO TO 11 
MAXNTZ=Z*MAXN 
DO 10 MS=lrNB 
00 10 L z l r M A X N T 2  
ARG=L*PHIM(MS)  
C S ( M S , L ) = C O S I A R G )  




SUBROUTINE  SUPPHA(NEStHAXNI  
REAL C S 1 ( 4 t 1 0 ~ r S N 1 ~ 4 r 1 0 l r C H I o  
COMMON/RNAHE 1 / C S l  vSN1 
R E A O ( 5 t  7001 (CHI4 J )  t J = 1 t N E S I  
700 FORMATI 8 F 1 0 . 6 )  
IF (HAXN .EO. 0 )  GO 10 13 
MXNT2=2*MAXN 
00 12 J S l r N E S  
00  12 NL= 1 t H X N T 2  
C S l ( J t N L ) = C O S 4 A R G l l  
12 S N l ( J t N L I = S I N I A R G L l  








70  1 













I = 1+4 
Y(63)=SD(Il 
I = I + 6  
Y (  6 4 ) = S D (  1 )  
K =  I + 6  
I =  1+1 
M = 6 5  
DO 740 L = I r K  
Y ( M I = S D ( L )  
740 M=M+ 1 
1 = r + 7  
Y (  71 1 = S O (  I f 
I = I + l  
Y ( 7 2 l = S D (  i 1 
I = J + 1  
Y (  7 3 1 = S D (  I l  
I = I + l  
Y (  74) =SO( I )  
GO TO 742 
741 Y ( 6 1 ) = L o  
Y ( 6 8 1 = 1  
V I  7 0 ) = 1 .  
Y ( 7 4 )  = 10 




REAL Y ( 1 2 5 1  
COMMON/SUB/Y 
REA0 ( S r 7 O l . j  fY(II,I=99r1043 
701 FORMAT 4 8F 1016 1 
R E T U R N  
END e 
38 
SUBROUTINE  QSOLN 
COMPLEX  POLD,QNEW+DET 
COMPLEX O S A V E ( ~ ~ ~ ) , A ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) I Q M U L T ( ~ ~ )  ,FTEMP(41)  , Y ( 4 1 )  
COMPLEX QU1287) 
COMPLEX REM( 9) 
COMPLEX  DETSV 
COMMON /EPSA/ QUIREM 
1 9DETSV 
COMP'LEX T K N ( 2 3 7 8 J  
COMMON / T K N l /   T K N  
COMPLEX FKN(41) 
COMMON / F K N l /   F K N  
C O M M O N / I N J / I I J  
COMMON/IQVAH/ NBINSPIMAXNINESI IFV,NF,NSIZEYINOUTI MODEIMFPINPI 
~MXIT,NEXP,NCONV.ITEREM,NORM~~REMSW PFLAP,NFEAtNCT,NFLAP,NS, 
2 N C O L S ~ N C S B ~ N F P L ~ M X S M I ~ M X K ~ ~ N R B D ~ N C 6 D B ~ M X T 2 P l ~ N C ~ V ~ N E I A ~ N E I B ~  
3 N E I C , N E I D ~ M Z D M ~ N R I F C ~ N E I F C ~ N E I S C ~ M X T K N ~ M C M ~ M Z ~ D M ~ M X O ~ N S D ~ M X S D ~  
~MXFAB,HXCPM,MXCPK,MXCS~,MXSMB,MFASB,NBS,NPS,NIGI I R E H ( 9 )  
bo= 0 0 
N C O N T = l  
DO 30 K T C = l , H X Q  
Q S A V E ( K T C I = ( O o r O - )  
30 O U ( K T C 1  = ( O .  ~ 0 0  1 
35 NSGNZ-1 
DO 3 0 1  NEW 1=1 r MXSMI 
NSGN=-NSGN 
I = N S G N * ( N E W I / 2 ) + N F P L  
K S M L = I - N f   P l  
J J = N P + N F P l  
CALL FKNSI I C  JJ 1 
ZERO=Oo 
DO 40 L L = l r N R I F C  
CHECK=C ABS 4 F K N (  LL I 1 
ZEHO=CHECK+LERfl  
40 F T E M P I  LL 1-FKNt  LL)  
W R I T E ( N O U T r 9 2 5 )  I 
W R I T E   [ N O U T , 9 0 6 )   ( F T E M P ~ I L ) v I L = l r N R T F C )  
I F ( Z E R O 1  50,300,50 
50 DO 250  J=l r MXSMI 
I F  ( I - J )  1 0 0 ~ 2 5 0 ~ 1 0 0  
100 L O C = ( J - l ) * N R I F C  
DO 120 J J = l r N R I F C  
KTC=LQC+JJ  
1 2 0  O M U L T ( J J ) = Q U ( K T C J  
C A L L   T K N S I  I v J)  
DO 1 2 5   I Q = l , N R I F C  
DO 1 2 5  I P = l r N R I F C  
L L = ( I O - l I * N R I F C + I P  
125 A (  I P ,   I Q ) = T K N ( L L  1 
W R I T E ( N O U l r 9 2 0 )  IIJ 
39 
W R I T E ( N Q U T , 9 0 6 )   ( T K N I L L ) ,   L L = l r H X T K N )  
C A L L   M U L T C ( A . Q M U L T r N R I F C )  
W R ? T E t N O U T r 9 3 1 )  
W R I T E ( N O U T r 9 0 6 )   ( Q M U L T ( L 1 ,  L=l,NRIFC) 
DO 130 L L = l p N R I F C  
1 3 0   F T E M P  (LL )=FTEMP ( L L  ) -QMULT( LL 1 
250 CON.11 NUE 
CALL TKNSt  I .  I )  
W R I T E ( N O U T , 9 2 0 )  irI 
U R I T E 4 N O U T , 9 0 0 )   t T K N ( L L ) r L L = l , H X T K N I  
DO 2 5 5  I L I = 1 1 N R I F C  
DO 255 I P = l , N R I F C  
L L = ( I Q - l ) * N R I F C + I P  
2 5 5  A I  IF', la  ) .=TKN( LL ! 
DO 260  L L = L , N R I F C  
260  Y(CL)=FTEMP4LL1 
CALL C M A T ( A T N R I F C I Y T D E T )  
I F ( C A 6 S ( D E T ) - o l E - 6 )  2 7 0 , 2 7 0 1 2 7 5  
2 7 0  W R I T E t N O U T ~ 9 0 0 )   K S M L  
60 TO 3 0 0  
2 7 5  C O N T I N U E  
00 2 8 7   L L = l , N R I F C  
K = (  I - l ) * N R I F C + L L  
2 8 7  O S A V E  I K )  = V (  L t )  
2 8 8  K=(I-l)*NRIFC+NCONV 
I F ( K S M L 1   2 9 1 r 2 8 8 , 2 9 1  
QOLD=QU(K) 
ONEW=Y 4 NCONV 1 
Q O L D l = C A B S ( O O L D )  
QNEWl = C A B S (  QNE Wl 
I f ( O O L 0 1 + Q N f W l )   2 9 0 , 2 9 0 , 2 8 9  
2 8 9  DQ=(CABS(QNEW-QOLDl )/14ULDl+CNEWl) 
290 COhiTINUE 
W R I T E I N U U T r 9 0 2 )   Q O L D 1 4 N E W  
WKI TE (I NOUT , 9 8 1  1 QOLDl p GNEWl 
291 I F ~ M O D ( N E W 1 , Z ) I  299,2999292 
292 DO 2 4 3  K = l r M X O  
293 Q U i K ) = Q S A V E I K l  
299 WRITE(NOUT,927) I 
WRITE ( N O U T r 9 0 6 )  ( Y ( L 1 1  L = J . r M R J f C )  
300 CONT INUE 
301 C O N T I N U E  
M R I T E ( N O L J T I ~ O ~ )  DQ 
NCENT=NCONT+l 
I f ( N C O N T " X I T 1   3 1 4 r 3 1 4 p 3 1 5  
3 1 4   I F ( l I Q - o l * * N E X P )   3 1 5 , 3 1 5 9 3 5  
3 1 5  CONT I NUE 
W R I T E ( N O U T , 9 3 0 ) N C O N T  
W R I T E I N U U T , 9 0 6 )   ( Q U ( K 1 ,   K = 1 1 M X Q )  
900 FORMAT[ / /5X,28HT M A T R I X  IS S I N G U L A R  FOR K = t  1 4 / / )  
40 
901 F O R M A T ( / / l O X , 2 0 H C O N V E R G E N C E  NUMBER==* 1 E 1 5 . 6 )  
9 0 2  FORYAT(*O*p*   QOLD - * r 2 E 1 5 . 6 * *   Q N E Y  - * r 2 E 1 5 . 6 , / 1  
9 0 5  FORMAT4 5 0 % ~ 3 H P =  1 4 / / ( 3 X 1 1 4 f  8.41 1 
906 F O R M A T ( l O ( l P E 1 2 . 4 ) )  
920 F O R M A T i / / 6 4 X , * T =  * , 1 4 r 4 X 1 * J =  * , 1 4 r & X 1 * T  FtATRIX * / )  
925 F O R M A T ( / / 4 9 X * f I =  * r  1 4 r 7 X 1 8 H F  COLUMN/) 
927 F O R M A T ( / / 4 6 X * * S O L U T I C N   V E C T O R  FOR I =  * 1 4 / )  
930 F O R M A T ( / / 3 7 X * * T T E R A T I O N  NUMBER * ,14 ,5X , *FULL  SOLUTION  VECTOR * / I  
931 FORMAT( / /53Xl*PRODUCT  VECTOR * / I  
981 FORMAT(*O** *OOLDl  - * *  E 1 5 . 6 r * Q N E W l  *. E 1 5 . 6 , / )  






1 8  
SUBROUTINE F K N S i  I r J )  
COMPLEX D 0 t 2 5 2 ) , F K N ( 4 1 1  
C O P Y O N / I Q V A R /  N B I N S P , M A X N I N E S I I F V I N F I N S I Z E Y , N W T ,  H O D E ~ M F P I N P S  
Z M X I T ~ N E X P ~ N C U N V ,  ITEREM?NORM,NREMS? FFLAPINFEA~NCTINFLAP~NSI  
~ N C O L S I N C S B , N F P L  ~ M X S M I ~ ~ X K Q I N R B D I N C B D B I M X T ~ P L I N C F V ~ N E ~ A ~ N E ~ ~ ~  
3 N E I C , N E I D ~ M Z O M ~ N R T F C ~ N E I F C ~ N E I S C ~ M X T K N t M C M ~ M Z D D ~ t M X ~ ~ N S D , M X S D ~  
4 M X F A B , M X C P M , M X C P K ? M X C S B 1 M X S M B , M F A S B I N B S , N P S ? N r G ?  I R E M ( 9 )  
COMMON/FKNl/FKN 
COMMON/DDl/DD 
DO 15 L L = l * N K I f C  
F K N I L L I = i O . t O . )  
I F I  r .NE. J )  GO TO 18 
DU 17 M S = 1  r NB 
DO 16 J J = l r N R B D  
L = ( M S - l ) * M Z D D M + (  I-l)*NRBD+JJ 
L L = U X T Z P l + ( M S - l ) * N K B D + J J  
FKN(LL)=DDIL) 
CONTINUE 




SUBROUTINE H U L T C ( A r 0 , N R i F C )  
COMPLEX Ai41 ,411 v Q ( 4 1 )  rQSAVE (41  1 
DO 20 I = I , r N R I F C  
20 o S A V E ~ I ~ = ( O ~ . o . )  
DO 100 I = l r N R I F C  
00 100 J = l r N R I F C  
100 P S A V E ( I ) = Q S A V f ( l ) + A ( I , J ) * Q ( J )  
00 200 I = l p N R I F C  





I )  
E 
DO 120 I = l r N  
TEMP = A(1.L) 
A 1 I r l - b  = A I I V K I )  





S U B R O U T I N E  T K N S t I w J I  
INTEGER PIQIQS 
COMPLEX TKN(2378)  tDf3276) , C 1 5 6 1  
COMPLEX ALM ( 287 1 
COMPLEX  NLQ 
COMPLEX Z L N  
COMPLEX YKM 
COMPLEX EXPON 
COMMON/IQVAR/ NB,NSP,MAXN,NES,IFV,NF,NSIZEYvNOUT~ MODEIHFPINPI 
~MXIT,NEXP,NCONVIITEREM~NORM,NREMS, MFLAP*NFEAvNCT.NFLAP,NSI 
2 N C O L ~ ~ N C S B r N F P 1 ~ M X S M ~ ~ ~ X ~ Q ~ N R E D ~ N C E D ~ ~ ~ X T 2 P l ~ N C F V ~ N E ~ ~ ~ N E I B ~  
3 ~ E I C ~ N E I U , M Z D M , N R I f C , N E I F C ~ N E I S C ~ M X T K N ~ M C M ~ M Z D O M t M X ~ ~ N S D ~ M X S O ~  
~ M X F A B I M X C P M , M X C P K , M X C S ~ , M X S ~ ~ , M ~ A S ~ , N B S I N ~ S ? ~ I G ,  I R E M ( 9 )  
C O M M O N / A K T A U / A K C 1 ( 4 ) ~ T ~ U ( 4 ) , S M L A ~ 4 ) ~ A K ( 4 ) , A C ( 4 ~ ~ C A P K , C A P C  
COMMON/CALM/ALM 
COMMOk/TKNl /TKN 
COMMUN/DC /DI C 
DO 15 L = l r M X T K N  
1 5  TKN(L) = ( U . r O . 1  
IF ( I .NE.  J 1 GO TO 30 
C THE I = J  TERMS ARE THE SMALL  K=SMALL N TERMS. 
DO 16 MS=L,NB 
00 16 Q=l~NC806 
00 16 P = l  rNRB[) 
J J = N R B D * ( Q - l ) + P  
L = ( M S - l ) * Y Z D M + (   I - l ) * N E I O + J J  
L L = N E Z F G + ~ M S - l ~ ~ N E I S C + i ~ - l ) ~ N R I F ~ + M X T 2 P l + ( M S - l ) ~ N R B ~ + P  
16 TKN(  L L  )=O( L 1 
IF l N S P  -EQ. 0 )  GO T O  50 
DO 17 L = I , Y X T ~ P ~  
LS=L-MAXN-l 
L L = I F V * N R I F C + ( L - l   ) * N R I F C + L  
17 T K N I L L I = Z L N ( L S v  I1 
19 OU 20 MS=Z,NB 
00 20 L = l r M X T 2 P 1  
L  S=L- MA XN- 1 
LL=NRIFC*IFV+(L-1)*NRIFC+MXT2Pl+(MS-i)*NR%D+8 
I f  l N B S  .EQ. 0) GO TO 13 
20 TKNltL)=YKHII,MS)~EXPONILSIMS) 
I F ( N P S  .GTo M A X N )  GO TO 23 
00 1 4  Q=lrNCSB 
L =  ( 1-1 !*NCSB+Q 
L 1 =  NEIFC+NRIFC*(NCOLS+NCSB~+(O-l)*NRIFC+MAXN+l 
QS=NP S 
L L = L l + Q S  
TKk(LL)=TKN(LL)-CIL)*NES*oS/SMLA{LI 
0%-NPS 
LL=L 1 + Q S  
GU TO 2 3  
1 4  TKNILL~=TKNltL)-CILJ*N6S*oS/SMLA(l) 
46 
13 DO 2 1  MS=l,NB 
DO 2 1  Q = l I N C S D  
DO 21  P = l  rMXTZP1 
QS=P-MAXN- 1 
L=(MS-l~*MCH+(I-1J*NCSB+O 
LL=NE I F C + (  MS-11 *NE I SC +NRXFC*(NCOLS+NCSB)+{Q-l)*NRIFC+P 
60 TO 23 
2 1  TKNLLCJ=-C~Ll*EXPON(-QSIHS)/SMLA(MS)/SMLA(MS) 
30 IMJ=I -J  
DO 18 L = L , M X T 2 P l  
DO 18 Q = l , M X T Z P l  
I F ( L  .EO. Q) GO TO 18  
CMQ=L-Q 
LS = L-MAXN-1 
Q S = Q - M A X N - 1  
L L =   I F V * N R I F C + ( L - l ) * N R I F C + O  
T K N l L L ) = X N L U ( J ~ L S , Q S )  
I F (  IMJ-NEoLMPlGO TO 18 
18 CONTINUE 
23 CONTI  NU€ 
I F  I F V l  50t50t35 
3 5  JM1=( J - L ) * N R I F C  
IF ( I  .NE. J )  GO TO 40 ' 
DO 38 L P = l r M X T 2 P l  
L P 1 =   L P + N R I f C  
00 3 8  L Q = L *  M X T Z P l  
L L = L P l + L L Q - l ) * N K I F C  
L l = J M l + L Q  
38 TKN(LPl=TKN(LP)+TKN(LL)*ALK(Ll) 
40 DO 48 M S = l , N R  
L P = P X T 2 P L + ( M S - l 1 * N R B 0 + 8  
LP2=LP+NRIFC 
L L = ( L O - L ) * N R I F C + L P Z  
L l = J M l + L Q  
DO 48 L O = L r N X T 2 P 1  
48 T K N ( L P I =   T K N ( L P l + T K ~ ( L L ) * A C M ( L l )  
5 0  CONTI  NU€ 
RETURN 
END 
COMPLEX FLJNCTION YKML I ,MSl  
INTEGER CYLSAvCY3 
COMPLEX  CY1  .CY2 , C Y 5  , C Y 6  
COMMON/CY/ CY1,CY2,CY5,CY6~CY4,CY7~CY8~CYll~CYLZ~CYl3~CYl4~CYl5~ 
1 C Y l 6 r C Y 1 7 r C Y Z O t C Y 3 9 r C Y 3 ~ C Y 1 8 A  
l M X I T ~ N € X P , N C O N V ~ I T E K ~ M ~ ~ U R M ~ ~ R E M S ~  MFLAP,NFEA,NCT,NFLAPpNS, 
2 N C O L S ~ ~ C S B , N F P l r M X S M I , M X K O ~ N R B D ~ N C B O B ~ M X T 2 P L ~ N C F V ~ ~ E I A ~ N E ~ ~ ~  
3 N E I C ~ N E I D , M L D M ~ N R I F C ~ ~ E ~ F C ~ N E I S C ~ M X T K N , ~ C M , ~ Z O D M ~ M ~ Q , N S D r M X S D ~  
4 M X F A B , M X C P M * M X C P K , M X C S B , M X S " F A S R I N B S , N P S , N I 6 , I R E M ( 9 1  
COMMON/IQVAR/ N B ~ N S P ~ M A X N ~ N E S ~ I F V I N F ~ N S I Z E Y ~ N O U T ~  MODEIMFPINP, 
C O M Y C N / A K T A U / A K C I I 4 ) r f A U 1 4 ) r S H L A ( 4 ) , S M L A [ 4 ) , A K [ 4 ) t A C ~ 4 ) , C A ~ ~ , ~ A P C  
47 
C 
K S M L = I - N F P l  
CYS=CYl-CY2*KSML*GY4 
V K M = S M L A ( M S ) * ( l + C Y 5 * T A U I M S ) )  
RE TURN 
END 
COMPLEX FUNCTION L L N ( L S 9  I )  
COlYPLEX C L , C ~ , C ~ , C ~ V C ~ , C ~  
COMPLEX E X C H I  
I N T E G E R   C Y L B A q C Y 3  
C O M P L E X   C Y l s C Y Z r C Y 5 v C Y 6  
CC)MMON/CY/ C Y 1 ~ C Y 2 ~ C Y 5 ~ C Y 6 r C Y 4 , C Y 7 ~ C Y 8 ~ C Y L 2 , 6 Y l . 3 ~ C Y i 4 ~ C Y l 5 ~  
1 C Y 1 6 , C Y 1 7 r C Y 2 0 r C Y 3 9 r C Y 3 r C Y 1 8 A  
L M X I T , N € X P I N C O N V I I T E ~ € M , N D ~ M , ~ ~ E M S I  MFLAP,NFEA,NCT.NFLAP,~S, 
2 N C O L S , N C S B , N F P l r M X S M I , M X K Q , ~ R 8 D ~ ~ C B D ~ , ~ X T 2 P l , N C ~ V , N € I A ~ N E I ~ ~  
3 ~ E I C ~ N E I D ~ M Z D M , N R I F C ~ N E I F C ~ N E I S C ~ M X T K N ~ M C M ~ M Z D D M ~ M X ~ ~ ~ S D ~ M X S D ~  
G M X F A B I Y X C P M I M X C P K I M X C S E I ~ X S ~ ~ , M F A S B J N B S , ~ P S , N ~ G ,  IREMI91 
CUMMON/IQVAR/ NB,NSPIMAXN~NESI IFV ,NFINSILEYINOUT,  MODE,MFP,NP, 
COMMON/AKTAU/AKCId4)  r T A U ( 4 ) , S M L A ( 4 l r A K ( 4 ) r A C o r C A P K , C A P C  
R = C Y 3 9  
K S M L = I - N f P l  
CY5=CYl -CY2*KSML*CY4 
CV6=CY5*CY5 
C I = C Y 2 O * ( C Y 6 - C Y B * t S * C Y 2 * C Y 5 - L S * L S * C Y 7 1  
c2= (O.,O. 1 
UO 10 J = l  9 NES 
10 C 2 = A K ( J J + C Y 5 * A C ( J ) + C 2 - C Y 2 8 L S * C Y 6 * A C o  
I F  ( N I G  .EQo 0 )  60 TO 11 
C S = C A P K + C A P C * I C V S - C Y 2 * L S * C Y 4 )  
C 6 = ( U o r O - )  
C7=(0 90 e 3 
DO 8 J = l r  N E S  
C B = A K ( J ) + C Y S * A C ( J ) - C Y 2 * L S * C Y W A C ( J )  
C 6 = C 6 + C B ~ E X C H I ( L S , O , J )  
8 C ~ = C ~ + C ~ * E X C H ~ ( O , L S I J )  
C 2 = C Z - C 7 * C 6 /   ( C 5 + C 2 1  
11 I F  ( M A X N  .EQ. 1 )  G O  T O  12 
K X = l - L S * L S  
C3=2 . *CYl2*LS*LS*KX*KX 
C4=R*K*R*Il./CY13+LS*LS/CY141 
c 3 = c 3 / c 4  
ZLh=Cl+C2+CMPLX(C3 ,0 . )  
GI3 T O  13 
1 2  ZLN=C 1+c2 
13 C O N T I N U E  
RETURN 
END 
COMPLEX FUNCTION EXPON(L r M S 1  
C R E A T E  E X P (  T*L*Pt i IM)  




I I I 1  I I 
XNLQ=(O. ,0.) 
DO 10 J=lrNES 
10 X ~ L a = X N L Q + ( A K ( J J + ( C Y 5 - C ~ 2 * Q S * C Y 4 ) * A C ( J ) ~ * E X C H I ( L S , ~ S ~ 3 )  
IF(NIG .EQ. 0) GO TO 16 
C 5 = C A P K + C A P C * ( C Y S - C Y 2 * 0 S * C Y 4 ~  
X N l = (  0.9 0. I 
XN2=4 0. I 0,) 
X N 3 = ( 0 . 9 0 . )  
DO 12 J=L,NES 
X N = A K ( J ) + ( C Y S - C Y 2 * Q S * C Y 4 ) * A C i J )  
X N l = X N l + X N  
X N ~ = X N ~ + X N * E X C H I I L S I O I J J  
12  X N ~ = X N ~ + X N * E X C Y I ( O I Q S ,  J )  
XNLQ=XNLQ-XN3*XNZ/ IC5+XNL) 
GO TO 16 
16 CUNTI  NU€ 
RETURN 
END 
15 X N L Q = ( O . r O . )  
50 
SUBROUT I NE E PSOLN 
COMPLEX F T E M P ( 4 L ) r E P M U L T ( 4 1 ) r Y o . E P S A V ( 2 8 7 )  
COCPLEX EPS(287~rRW(4l)rFTREMK~ZERO 
COMPLEX A ( 4 1 1 4 1 )  
COMPLEX  REM(9)  
COMPLEX  OETSV 
C O M P L E X   T K N 1 2 3 7 8 )  
COMMON / T K N l / T K N  
COMPLEX OET1QOLD,QNEW1XREMK,YREMKIRWHK 
COMMON/IQVAR/  NBINSPIMAXNINES~  IFV,NF,NSCZEY1NOUT~  MOOE*MFP*NP* 
1 M X I T ~ N E X P ~ N C O N V ~ I T E R E M I N O R H I K R E M S I  MFlAPrNFEA*NGTrNFLAP*NS, 
~ N C U L S ~ N C S B T N F P ~ ~ M X S M I I H X K Q I N R B D I N C B D B ~ M X T ~ P ~ ~ N C F V ~ N E I A ~ N E X ~ ~  
~ N E I C I N E I D ~ M Z D M I N R I F C ~ N E I F C ~ ~ E ~ S C ~ M X T K N ~ M ~ M ~ ~ Z O D ~ ~ M X Q ~ N S D ~ M ~ S D ~  
~ M X ~ A B ~ M X C P M ~ M X C P K ~ M X C S B , ” F A S B ~ N B S I N P S ~ N ~ G ~ I ~ E M ~ ~ ~  
COMMON / E P S A / E P S * R E M  
1 r D E T S V  
FTREMK=( O . r O . 1  
DO 10 L=.LrNREMS 
10 R E M I L ) =  ( 0 . 1 0 . )  
N F C M l = N R I F C - l  
DO 30 L = l  r M X Q  
E P S ( L ) =  1 0 . 1 0 . )  
30 E P S A V ( L I =  (0.10.) 
N C C N T = l  
35 NSGNZ-1 f 
DO 400 N E W I = l r M X S M I  
KSGN=-NSGN 
I = N S G N  * ( N E W I / Z ) t N F P l  
C I N I T I A L I Z E   F T E M P  ( L L )  L L = L * N R I F C  
DO 40 L L = l * N R C f C  
40 F T E M P ( L L ) =  ( O s r O . )  
50 00 250 J = l * M X S M I  
IF ( 1 - 3  1 100,250r100 
LOO L Q C = (  J - l ) * N R I F C  
DO 120 J J = l r N R l F C  
K T C = L Q C + J J  
120 E P M U L T ( J J ) =   E P S ( K T C 1  
C A L L   l K N S 4  I 1 J )  
C A L L   F T F T K N ( F T E M P 1  
C A L L  A F T K N l  A )  
C A L L  MULTG ( A T E P M U L T V N R I F C )  
DO 130 L L = l r N R I f C  
130 FTEMP ( L L ) =  F T E M P ( L L ) - E P M U L T ( L L )  
2 5 0  C O N T I N U E  
I F  ( I  o E Q - N F P 1 )  60 TO 300 
G FOR C = J  SMALL K NOT = 0 
C A L L  T K N S t  I r I )  
C A L L   F T F T K N ( F T i i M P 1  
C A L L  A F T K N (  A 1 
00 260 L L = L r N R I F C  
51 
260 Y i  LL 1 =F TEMP( LL 1 
C A L L  CHAT tA,NKIFC,Y,DET) 
IF(CABS(DET)-.lE-25~ 2 7 0 , 2 7 0 , 2 7 5  
270 KSML= I - N f P 1  
WRITE (NOUTt900)  KSML 
GO TO 300 
2 7 5  C O N T I N U E  
285 DO 287  L L = l , N R I F C  
K = ( . I - l I  * N R I F C + L L  
2 8 7  EPSAV ( K  ) =  Y (LL 1 
290 C O N T I N U E  
2 9 1  IF ~ M O D ( N E W I I ~ ) ~  299,2999292 
292 DO 29.3 K = l r  MXQ 
293 E P S ( K l =   E P S A V f K )  
299 C O N T I N U E  
300 C O N T I N U E  
G O  TO 400 
J= I 
C A L L  T K N S (  I T  J )  
DO 305  I T E M P = l , N R I F C  
305 Y(ITEMP)=(O-rO.) 
C A L L  A F T K N l  A )  
C 4 L L   F T F T K N ( F T E M P 1  
C A L L  C M A T  ( A  rNR I F C  T Y ,DETSV) 
DO 380  K=l,NREMS 
C A L L  A F T K N i  A )  
I R E M K . = I  REM I K) 
C A L L   E X C O L 1 N R I F C 9 N O R M ~ A )  
CALL EXROW ( I R E M K T N R I F C , A ~ R W  
C A L L  E X R F F T I I R E M K , F T E M P , F T R E M K , N R I F C )  
DO 340  L L = l r N F C M l  
340 Y ( L L ) =   F T E M P t L L )  
903 F O R M A T  ( *  * 9 3 I / l 9 2 8 X 9 1 5 9 *  V A L U E S  OF F COLUMN*/)  
C A L L  CMAT t A p N F C M 1 , Y r D E T )  
I F I C A B S ( D E T ) - . l E - 2 5 )  3 4 2 , 3 4 2 ~ 3 4 5  
342 K S M L = I - N F P l  
L i l i I l E  ( N O U T v 9 0 0  1 KSML 
GO T O  4 1 5  
345 C O N T I N U E  
ZERO = ( O . T O .  1 
C A L L   I N K I F T  (NC~KM,YTZEROINRIFC) 
XREMK= Y I I R E M K  
420 RrJMK=RW( I R E M K I  
GiJ TO 425 
4 2 1  R W M K = K H ( I R E M K - l )  
I F  ( IREMK-NORM)  4 2 0 , 4 2 1 ~ 4 2 1  
4 2 5  I F  ( C A B S I R W M K ) - - l E - 2 0 )   3 4 6 9 3 4 6 1 3 4 7  
346 W R I T E  ( N O U T T 9 1 0 )  I K E M K  
GO TO 360 
C SUMMATION T O  SOLVE F E R  YREMK 
52 
3 4 7  YREMK=f TREMK 
00 3 5 5  L = l r N R i F C  
IF ( L o E O o I R E M K )  GO TO 355 
IF (1-NORM) 3 4 8 ~ 3 4 9 9 3 4 9  
348 LL=L 
349 LL=L-1 
350 YKEMK=  YREHK-RW(LL) *Y(L )  
355 C O N T I N U E  
GO TO 350 
YREMK=  YREMK/RWMK 
REM ( K  1 = (XREMK-YREMK)/Z. 
IF ( K - I T E R E M 1  360 ,3569360 
356 Y (  I R E M K )  = 4 YREMK +XREMK) /2. 
360 C A L L   I N R I F T  ( I R E M K ~ F T E M P ~ F T R E M K I N R I F C )  
DO 3 5 7  L L . = i r N R I F C  
KK= f I - l ) * N R I F C + L L  
357 E P S A V ( K K ) = Y ( L L )  
380 CDNTI  NUE 
DO 38 1 K = l c  NREMS 
L R E V K - I R E Y I K )  
K K = ( I - l ) * N R I F C  +NCONV 
QOLD- E P S I K K )  
QNEW= E P S A V (  KKI 
QOLDL= CABS(QOLD1 
QNEiJl= CABS(6)NEW) 
381 W K I T E ( N O U T r 9 1 2 )   L R E K K c R E M ( K )   r Y ( L R f M K 1  
W R I T E  ( N O U T 9 4 1 5 )   ~ O L O c Q N E W ~ ~ O L D l ~ Q N E W l  
I F  ( Q O L D L  + QNEW1) 39093901389 
389 DQ= CABSIQNEW-QOLD) / (QOLDL+QNEWL)  
390 C O N T  I NU€ 
3 9 1  IF ( M O D ( N E W I ~ 2 )  1 39993999392 
392 DO 393 K = L t M X Q  
3 9 3  E P S i K ) = E P S A V ( K )  
399 W R I T E   ( N O U T T 9 2 7 )  I 
W K I T E  1 N O U T , 9 0 6 )   ( Y ( L ) r L = L , N H I F C )  
400 GUNT I NU€ 
H R I T E   ( N O U T 9 9 0 1 )   D P  
NCCNT=NCONT+l 
IF INCONT-MXIT)  41414141415 
414 I F  ( D Q - o l * * N E X P )  4 1 5 ~ 4 1 5 1 3 5  
4 1 5  C O N T I N U E  
900 F O R M A T ( / / S X t 2 8 H J   M A T H I X  IS SINGULAR FOR K = , I 4 / / )  
901 F O R M A T ( / / l O X , 2 0 H C O N V E R G E N C E  N U M B E R = = t 2 € 1 5 * 6 )  
953 FORMAT(3(/)r28X,15r* VALUES OF F COLUMN*/)  
906 F O R M A T (  101 l P E 1 2 . 4 ) )  
910 F U R M A T ( / / 2 0 X p *   R E M A I N D E R  WAS NOT COMPUTED  FOR  IREMK = * r 1 3 r  
1 * BECAUSE OF I M P E N D I N G  D I V I S I O N  BY Z E R O * / / )  
912 FORMAT t / / 2 7 X t *  R E M A I N D E R S ~ ~ ~ O X ~ * E P S ~ L O N S ~ / ~ ~ ~ X T ~ ~ ~ ~ E ~ O ~ ~ ~ ~ X T  
1 2E20.6/ 1 1 
915 FORMAT ( / 3 X 9 *  QOLD = * ,2E15 .6 ,3X~*  QNEW = * r 2 € 1 5 - 6 r 3 X r * Q O L 0 1  = * r  
53 
54 
SUBROUTINE  MULTC(A9QtNRIFC 1 
COMPLEX A t 4 1  9 4 1  1 a 4 1  1 rQSAVEI411 
DO 20 I=lrNRIFC 
20 QSAVE(I)=(Oo,OoI 
00 100 I = l  9 NRIFC 
DO 100 J=lrNRIfC 
100 O S A V E ( I ) = Q S A V E ( I ) + A ( I I J ) * Q ( J )  
DO 200 I=lrNRIFC 





00 120 i = l r N  
TEMP = A (  1 r L )  
A ( I , L )  = A ( I r K 1 )  





SUBROUTINE EXCOL 4NKIFC,NORHpA1 
COMPLEX A(41.41 J 
N F C M L = N R I F C - l  
DO 6 IQ=NORM,NFCMl 
DO 6 IP=L,NRIFC 
l C P L =  IQ+l 
RETURN 
EN 0 
6 A ~ I P , C Q ) = A ( I P ~ I Q P l l  
58 
SUBROUTINE EXROYl IREHKrNRIFCtAtRW) 
COMPLEX A 4 4 1  941 1 
COMPLEX RW( 41) 
NFCMI=NRIFC-l 
00 7 IQ=lrNFCMl 
7 RW( f Q l = A I  IREMKr I Q I  
IF(IREMK*EQ.NRIFC) 60 TO 9 
DO 8 IP=IREMKwNFCHl 








SUBROUTINE E X R F F T ( I R E ~ K , F T E ~ P I F T R E ~ K , N R I F C )  
EXTRACTS ROW FROM FTEMP AND SAVES ELEMENTI 
COMPLEX FTEMP(41) rFTRERK 
N F C M l = N R I f C - l  
FTREMK=F TEMP 4 IREMKI 
IF ( IREMK . E O -  N R I F C l  GO TO 9 
00 8 I P = I R E W K v N F C M l  
I P P l = I P + l  




SUBROUTINE I N R I F T  ( IREWKIFTEMP~FTREMKINRIFC)  
C INSERTS ELEMENT I N T O  FTEMP 
COMPLEX FlEMP441I rFTREMK 
NFCMl=NRIFC-l  
I P=NFCM 1 
10  IPPl=  IP+1 
FTEMP(IPPl)=FTEMP(IP) 
IP= I P - 1  
IF ( IP-IREMK) l l r  101.10 




S U B R O U T I N E   T K N S ( I 9 J )  
I N T E G E R  P s P , Q S  
COMPLEX T K N ( 2 3 7 8 ) , 0 1 3 2 7 6 ) ~ C ( 5 6 )  
COMPLEX AlMf  2 8 7 )  
COMPLEX  NLP 
COMPLEX ZLN 
COMPLEX YKM 
COMPLEX  EXPON 
COMMON/ICJVAR/ NBTNSP,HAXNINESTIFVINFTNSI~€Y,NOUTT MODE,HFP,NP, 
~ M X I T T N E X P T N C O N V ~ I T E R E M ~ N O R M ~ N R E H S I  PFLAP,NFEA,NtT.NFLAP,NS, 
~ N C O L S ~ N C S B ~ N F P ~ T M X S M I ~ M X K Q ~ ~ R B ~ T N C B D ~ ~ M X T ~ P ~ ~ ~ F V ~ N E I A ~ N E I B ~  
~ N E I G ~ N E I D I H Z D M I N R I ~ C T N E I F C ~ ~ E I S ~ ~ M X T K N ~ M C M ~ M Z D D ~ T M X ~ ~ N S D ~ ~ X S D ~  
~ M X F A ~ ~ M X C P M ~ M X C P K , M X C S ~ ~ ~ X S M B I M ~ A S ~ , N B S ~ N P S ~ ~ ~ ~ , I ~ E M ~ ~ ~  




DO 15  L z l r M X T K N  
15  T K N I L )  = (0.~0.) 
I F  ( I  .NE. J1 GC TO 30 
C THE I = J  TERMS ARE  THE  SMALL  K=SHALL N TERMS. 
DO 16 YS.=lg NB 
DO 16 P=Z,NCBDB 
DO 16 P = l , N R B D  
JJ=NRBD*(O-l)+P 
L=(MS-l )  *MZOM+( I-l)*NEID+JJ 
LL=NEIFC+(MS-l)*NEISC+(Q-l)*N~~fC+MXT2Pl+(MS-l~*NR3O+P 
I F  I N S P  .EQ. 01 60 TO 50 
L  S=L-MA XN- 1 
LL=IFV*NRIFC+tL-l)*NRIFC+L 
16 T K N ( F L ) = P ( L )  
DO 1 7  L = l , M X T 2 P 1  
17 T K N ( L L ) = Z L N ( L S T I )  
19 DO 20  MS=l,NB 
00 20 L = L , M X T Z P 1  
LS=L-MA XN- 1 
LL=NRIFC* IFV+(L-1~*NRIFC+HXT2PL+(MS- l~*NRBD+8 
20 T K N ( L L ) = Y K M ( I t M S ) * E X P O N ( L S 1 M S )  
I F  {NBS m E Q m  0) GO TO 13 
IF(NPS mGT. MAXN) 60 TO 23 
DO 1 4  4=1 r N C S 8  
L= ( I - l ) * N C S B + O  
iL= N E I f C + N R IfC*(NCOLS+NCS6~+~9-l~~N~IFC+HAXN+l 
PS=NPS 
L L = L l + Q S  
T K N ( L L ) = T K N ( L L ) - C I L ) ~ N B S * - 5 ~ S M L A (  1) 
QS=-NPS 
Ll=Ll+QS 
GO TO 23 
14 TKN(LL)=TKN(LL) -C(L ) *N6S* .5 lSMLA( l )  
62 
13 DO 21 HS= l ,NB 
DO 2 1  Q=l,NCSB 
DO 2 1  P = l t H X T Z P l  
QS=P-MAXN-l 
l = ( M S - l ~ * H C M + t I - L ) * N C S B + Q  
L L = N E I F C + ( H S - l ) * N E I S C  + N R I F C * ( N C U L S + N C S B l + o * N R I F t + P  
GO TO 23 
2 1  TKN(LL)=-CtL)*EXPON(-PSlnS)/SMLA(HSSMLAMS) 
30 IMJ=I-J 
DO 18 L = l , H X T 2 P l  
00 18 4 ~ 1 r M X T 2 P l  
IFiL * E a -  Q) GO TO 18 
LHQ=L-Q 
L S  = L-MAXN-1 
Q S = Q " A X N - l  
LL= I F V * N R L F C + ( L - l ) * N R I F C + Q  
IF(: I M J o N E . L M Q 1 6 0  TO 18 
T K N ( L L ) = X N L Q l J . F S , Q S J  
18 C O N T I N U E  
23 CDNTI  NU€ 
I F   ( I F V )  50r50~35 
3 5  J M l = [ J - L ) * N R I F C  
I F  ( I  ONE. J )  GO TO 40 
DO 3 8  L P = l r M X T 2 P l  
L P 1 =  l P + N R I F C  
C L = L P l + ( L Q - i ) * N R I F C  
L L = J M l + L P  
DO 38 L Q = l r M X T 2 P l  
3 8  T K N ( L P ) = T K N ( L P ) + T K N t L L ) * A L t 4 4 L l l  
40 DO 48 M S = l , N B  
L P = C X T Z P l + ( M S - l   ) * N R B D + 8  
L P 2 = L P + N K I F C  
L L = I L Q - L J * N R I F C + L P Z  
Li=JMl+LQ 
DO 48 LQ=L.MXTZPL 
4 8  T K N ( L P ) =   T K N ( L P ) + T K N ( L L ) * A L M t L l )  
5 0  CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
COMPLEX F U N C T I O N   Z L N ( L S p I 1  
COMPLEX C l t  62, C 5 r C b r C 7 r C 8  
COMPLEX  EXCHI  
I N T E G E R   C Y 1 8 A v C Y 3  
C O M P L E X   C Y L q C Y 2 r C Y S r C Y 6  
COMMON/CY/ C Y 1  r C Y 2 r C Y 5 r C Y 6 , C Y 4 ~ C Y 7 ~ C Y 8 ~ C Y l i ~ C Y l 2 ~ C Y l 3 ~ C Y l 4 r C Y l 5 ~  
1 C Y L 6 r C Y 1 7 p C Y Z O , C Y 3 9 r C Y 3 , C Y l 8 A  
1 M X I T r N E X P ~ N C O N V ~ I T E R E M ~ N O R M ~ N R E M S ~  MFLAP,NFEAeNCT,NFLAPrNS, 
2 N C O L S ~ N C S 6 ~ N F P l r H X S M I I M X K Q , N R B D ~ N R ~ D ~ N C B D ~ ~ M X T 2 P l ~ N C F V ~ ~ E I A ~ N E I B ~  
~ N E I C I N E I D I M Z D M ~ N K I F C , N E I ~ C , N E I S C ~ ~ X T K N ~ M C M ~ M Z D O ~ ~ M X Q ~ N S D ~ M X S D ~  
CUMMON/IQVAR/ NBINSPVMAXNINES, I F V ~ N F ~ N S I Z E Y t N O U T ~  MOD€,MFPINPI 
63 
~ H X F A B , H X C P M ~ M X C P K , H X C S B T ~ X S ~ ~ ~ M F A S ~ T N B S T N P S , N ~ ~ ~  I R E H ( 9 )  
COMHON/AKTAU/AKCI (4 ) ,TAU(4 ) ,S~LA(4 ) .AK(4 ) ,AC(4 ) tCAPK,C~PC 
R = C Y 3 9  
KSML=L-NFPl 
CY5=CYl - -CY2*KSML*CY4 
CYb=CY5*CY5 
CL=CY20*(CY6-CY8*LS*tYZ*CYS-LS*LS*LS*CY71 
C 2 = (  0. rO.  I 
DO 10 J=i,NES 
I f  ( N I G  ,EQ. 0) 60 TO 11 
CS=CAPK+CAPC*tCYS-CY2*LS*CY41 
10 C 2 = A K ( J ) + C Y 5 * A C ( J ) + C 2 - C Y ~ * L S ~ Y 4 * A C o  
C6=(0.,0.) 
C 7 = ( 0 . , 0 o )  
DO 8 J=lrNES 
C 8 = A K ( J ) + C Y S * A C ( J ) - C Y 2 * L S * C Y 4 * A C i J )  
C ~ = C ~ + C B * E X C H I ~ L S I O ~ J )  
8 C 7 = C 7 + C B * E X C H I ( O , L S . J )  
C 2 = C 2 - C 7 * C 6 / ( C 5 + C 2 )  
KX=1-LS*LS 
C3=2 . *CYl2*LS*LS*KX*KX 
CQ=R*R*R*Il./CY13+LS*LS/CYl4~ 
c 3 = c 3 / c 4  
Z L N = C l + C Z + C M P L X ( C 3 , 0 o )  
GO TO 13 
12 ZLN=C l + C 2  
13 C O N T I N U E  
RE TURN 
END 
11 I F  (MAXN .EQm 1) GO TO 12 
COMPLEX  FUNCTION  EXPONILvMSI  
C CREATE E X P (  I*L*PHiM) 
D I M E N S I O N   C S ( 4 9 5 ) , S N ( 4 * 5 )  
COMMON/ RNAME/CS, SN 
IL= I A B S ( :  L 
If (L) 1 6 9  159 17 
1 5  E X P O N = ( l o , O . )  
GO TO 18 
16 A=CS(MSpIL) 
B=SN( MS e I L )  
EXPON=CHPLXi A v - B )  
GO TO 18  
17 A = C S ( M S v L I  
B = S N ( M S v L )  
EXPGN=CMPLX(A*B)  
18 C O N T I N U E  
RE TURN 
END 
COKPLEX F U N C T I O N   E X C H I ( L q Q , J )  
C CREATE EXP(I*(L-Q)*CHI(JI 1 
64 
INTEGER 0 
D I M E N S I O N   C S L ( 4 . l O ) r S N l ( 4 1 1 0 )  
C O M M O N / R N A M E l / C S l   r S N l  
LO=L-Q 
I L O = I A B S ( L Q )  
I F l L Q )  16,15917 
15 E X C H I = (  l o , O m  1 
60 TO 18 
16 A= C S 1 (  J r  i L 0 )  
B = S N l ( J v I L Q )  
EXCHI= CMPCX(A,-81 
GO TO 18 
17 A = C S l I J v I L Q )  
B = S N l ( J , L L Q )  
E X C H I = C M P L X ( A , B )  
18 C O N T I N U E  
RETURN 
END 
COMPLEX  FUNCTION  XNLQ( IrLS,OSl 
I N T E G E R   C Y l 8 A r C Y 3  
I N T E G E R  QS 
COMPLEX  EXCHI  
COMPLEX C Y L I C Y ~ ~ C Y ~ ~ C Y ~ , C S ~ C ~ ~ X N ~ ~ X N ~ , X N Z V X N ~ ~ X N  
COMMON/IQVAR/ NB,NSP,MAXN,NES, fFVrNF,NSIZEYINOUT,  MODEvMFP,NP, 
1 M X I T ~ N E X P ~ N C O N V ~ I l E R E M ~ N O R M ~ N R E M S r  M F L A P I N F E A ~ N C T ~ N F L A P I N S I  
2 N C O L S ~ N C S 6 ~ N f P l ~ M X S M I , ~ X K Q ~ N ~ 6 D ~ N C B D ~ ~ M X T 2 P l ~ N C F V ~ N E I A ~ N E I 6 ~  
3 N E I C ~ N E I D ~ M Z D M , N R I F C r N E I F C ~ N E I S C , M X T K N , M C M ~ M Z ~ ~ M ~ M X O t N S D ~ M X S D ~  
4 M X f A B ~ M X C P M r M X C P K , H X C S B I H X S " F A S R . N B S , N P S ~ N I G ,  I R E M I 9 1  
C O M M O N I C Y I  CYlrCY2~CY5rCY6,CY4rCY7~CY8~CYll~CYl2~CYL3,CYl4~CYl5, 
1 CY 1 6 9  C Y   1 7 , C Y Z O , C Y 3 9 r C V 3 r C Y 1 8 A  
COMMON/AKTAU/AKCI f6 ) rTAU(611SMLAI l ) rAK(4 ) ,AKf4 ) ,AC(4 ) rCAPK*CAPC 
K S M L s I - N F P l  
CY5=GYl-CY2*KSML*CY4 
I F ( Q S  .EQ. LS1 GO TO 1 5  
X N L Q = ( O e r O o  1 
DO 10 J = l  r NES 
10 X N L Q = X N L Q + I A K I J J + ( C Y 5 - C Y Z * O S ~ C Y 4 ) * A C ( J ~ ~ * E X C H I ( L S , Q S r J 1  
I F ( N I 6  ,EO. 01 GO TO 16 
CS=CAPK+CAPC* ICYS-CY2*OS*CY41  
XN 1=( 0- r o o  1 
X N 2 = ( 0 e  r o o  1 
XN3=(0.,0.1 
DO 12 J = l r N E S  
X N = A K ( J ) + ( C Y S - C Y 2 * P S * C Y 4 l * A C ( J j  




60 TO 16 







S U B R O U T I N E   F T F T K N t F T E M P )  
COMPLEX f T E M p ( 4 1 ) ~  T K N ( 2 3 7 8 )  
C O M M O N / I Q V A R /   N B T N S P T H A X N ~ N E S I   F V T N F T N S I Z E Y T N O U T T   M O D E v M F P v N P ,  
~ M X J T ~ ~ E X P ~ N C O N V T I T ~ R E M T N O R M T ~ R E M S T  MFLAP NFEA~NCTTNFLAPTNST 
~ N C O L S ~ N C S B ~ N F P ~ ~ M X S M I T M X K Q , N R B D T N C B D ~ T ~ X T ~ P L T N C F V ~ N E I A T N € I ~ ,  
~ N E I C I N E I D , M Z D M ~ N R I F C I N E I F C , N E I F C T ~ E I S C ~ M X T K N ~ M C M T M Z D D M T ~ X Q T N S D ~ M X S D ~  
~ M X F A B T M X C P M ~ M X C P K T M X C S B ~ ~ X S M B , M F A S B ~ N B S T N P S T N I G * ~ R E M ( ~ J  
COMMON/TKNL/TKN 
N l = N C O L S * N R I F C  
N2=NCSB*NR  IFC 
00 40 I P = l r N R I f C  
DO 35 M S = l * N B  
Ll=NEIFC+(MS-l)*NEISC+IP 
L Z = L l + N l  
L 3 = L 2 + N 2  
F T E M P ~ I P ) = F T E H P ~ I P ) - T K N ( L L ) - I K N ( L l ~ - T K N ~ ~ 2 ~ - T K N ~ L 3 ~  
L 4 = L 3 + N 2  
F T E M P I I P ) = F T E M P (   I P l - T K N ( L 4 l  
35 CONTINUE 
I F  (MFLAP aEQ. 0 )  GO TG 35 
I F  ( N S P  -EQ- 0) GO TO 40 
F T E M P ( I P ) = F T E M P ( I P ) - T K N ( ~ P )  








CREATES  MATRIX A ( I P v I Q )  FROM TKN(LL1 
COMPLEX A 4 4 1  941 1 
COMMON/IQVAR/  NBpNSP,MAXNpNES,  IFV*NF,NSIZEYvNOUT, MDDE*MFP,NP* 
1MXIT,NEXP,NCONVpITEREM~NORMsNREMS, #FtAP,NFEAvNCT,NFLAP*NSp 
2 N C D L S , N C S B ~ N F P l ~ M X S M I , M X K Q ~ N ~ ~ D ~ N ~ B D 6 ~ M X T 2 P l ~ N C ~ V ~ N E I A ~ N € I B ~  
3 ~ E I C , N E I D , M Z D M , N R I F C ~ N E ~ F C ~ ~ E I S C t ~ X T K N ~ M C M ~ ~ Z D D M , M X Q , N S D , M X S D ~  
4 M X F A B , M X C P M , M X C P K , M X C S B , M X S M B , f l F A S 6 , N 6 S , ~ P S , N r ~ , f ~ E M ( 9 ~  
COMMON /TKNl  /TKN 
IF (NSP .EO. 0) GU TO 6 
DO 12 IQ=l,MXT2Pl 
00 12  IP=lrNRIFC 
LL=IQ*NRIFC+IP 
12 A (  I P ,  I Q b T K N t  LL 1 
6 DO 17  MS=lrN6 
DO 13 Q = l r 6  
00 1 3  IP=L,NRIfC 
ZQ=MXTZPl+(MS-l~*NRBD+Q 
LL=NEIFC+(MS-l1*NEISC+Q*NRIFC+IP 
13 A (  IP,IQ)=TKN(LL) 
DO 14 IP=L,NRIFC 
IQ=~XTZPl+(MS-l)*NRBD+6+1 
LL=NEIFC+(MS-l )*NEISC+(NCOLS+l J 
1*NR IFC+IP 
14 A (IP,IQJ=TKN(LL) 
00 15  IP=lrNRIFC 
XQ=MXlZPl+( MS-1 ) * N R B D + 6 + 2  
L L = N E I F C + ( M S - 1 ) * N E i S C + I N C O L S + 3 )  
1*NR IFC+IP 
15 A(IP, IQ)=TKN(LL J 
IF(MFLAP.EQ.0) GO TO 17 
DO 16 iP=l,NRIFC 
I Q = C X T Z P L t ( M S - L J ~ N R B D ~ 4 + 3  
L L = N E X F C + ( M S - l ) * N E I S C + ~ N C O L S + 5 J  
L*NR I F C +  IP 
16 A( IPI IQJ=TKN(LL) 
1 7  C O N T I  NU€ 
RETURN 
END 
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